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any people reading this issue may not be aware
of what International Avenue is, and that’s okay.
When the Calgary Journal summer crew decided
on the topic, it was something we reporters had no idea
about. Our production supervisor suggested the idea,
knowing some of the area, so we took a field trip to check
out 17th Avenue S.E.
Sitting on the east side of Deerfoot Trail, 17th Ave. is
the heart of Forest Lawn. It’s something that Calgarians
like to quip about. It’s a “shady area,” it’s a poor area,
it’s somewhere that you shouldn’t go alone and you
shouldn’t go often. If you’ve lived in Calgary for any
amount of time, you’re sure to have heard something
along these lines.
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We knew that was a shallow view of the reality for
people who live there and the culture they foster. It’s
called International Avenue for a reason, and we wanted
to get to the root of the story. One article would not have
been enough, so if you open up this issue you can find
a total of four stories dedicated to International Avenue.
We focused on the transformation of the avenue, what
it was and what it’s set to be. What are the negative effects
of transformation and the positive? How are people
affected by this and in what ways? Why has International
Avenue withstood the test of time? Through the
redevelopment of the bus lanes, construction, food and
even bowling (pg. 18), 17th Ave S.E. proved to be more
complex than we could have originally imagined.
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FOR STARTERS

Calgary Pride kicks off another year

Be a spectator at the Calgary Pride Parade, taking place September 3

Nenshi up for third
term re-election

Municipal elections coming up, with
many challengers for current mayor

T

he Calgary municipal elections take place Oct.
16, with advance voting happening Oct. 4-11.
Mayor Naheed Nenshi is in the race and if he were
to win, it would be his third term in office.
To vote, you must present government issued
identification or papers proving you are a Calgary
resident. Read our story about one of the mayoral
candidates, Paul Hughes, on pages 32 and 33.

The Reconciliation Bridge lit up and shining bright during the 2016 Calgary Pride.		

A

s one of the latest Canadian pride celebrations
on the calendar, it’s your last chance to check
out one of the many events Calgary Pride has to
offer.
Beginning at the end of August and into the start
of September, the 27th annual festival has a big day

PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN

of events planned for Sept. 3. Watch or participate
in the Calgary Pride Parade and finish with Pride in
the Park on Prince’s Island Park, in the beer gardens
and a local community marketplace. Check out our
story on Calgary Pride on pages 6 to 8.

The end of summer festival season

Circle the Wagons marks the final festival of summer time in Calgary

Mayor Naheed Nenshi is up for re-election this year.
PHOTO COURTESY OF CHRIS SCHWARZ/GOVERNMENT OF CANADA

B

assBus, YYC Food Trucks and Village Brewery, in
collaboration with Currie, are bringing one of
the final festivals of the season to
southwest
Calgary on Sept. 9.
Summer is coming to an end, but festival season
still has a finale with Circle the Wagons. Imagine
the strangest small festival you can imagine, and
amplify it by 10. By combining good music, good
food, and a miniature circus complete with carnival
performers, Circle the Wagons is unlike anything
else in Calgary.
On the grounds of the former Currie barracks,
now an in-development suburban neighbourhood
in the southwest portion of Calgary near Mount
Royal University, the festival will take place on
Sept. 9, featuring artists like Reuben and the Dark,
Too Many Zooz, Faith Healer, and many more.

ALL ARTICLES BY AMBER MCLINDEN
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Enjoy food trucks, beer, music and carnival performers as Circle The Wagons takes over the Currie Barracks in SW Calgary. 		
		
					
PHOTO COURTESY OF CIRCLE THE WAGONS
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FOR STARTERS

Scream for Halloween
Looking to get scared? Look no
further than ScreamFest

Bringing science and art together

Science-arts festival Beakerhead comes back to Calgary this season

B

eakerhead is more than just an art festival.
According to their website, “For decades people
have been directed into either technical or creative
streams, yet it is precisely at their intersection
where ingenuity lives.” The solution is Beakerhead,

happening Sept. 13-17, by opening the door to
technology and presenting it in a welcoming and
creative way.
You can check out all the events on their website
at www.beakerhead.com.

ScreamFest makes no promises of staying P.G. 		
			
PHOTO COURTESY OF SCREAMFEST

I

t’s not very socially accepted for adults to go
around with plastic bags, ringing on doorbells
and yelling, “Trick or Treat!” so if you’re looking to
do something besides getting chased off people’s
doorsteps, check out ScreamFest.
The event, happening at the Stampede Grandstand from Oct. 13-31, includes six “haunted houses” with themes ranging from Bates Motel to Aliens.
The prices range from $25 to $50, with varying
levels of perks.

“Loop” is an exhibit that will reappear by popular demand for this year’s Beakerhead science and technology expo.
		
										 PHOTO BY ULYSSE LEMERISE

Calgary International
Film Festival on a roll

A diverse range of films, including
Alberta and Canada focused films

T

The view of the crowds at one of the Calgary Film Fest 2016 screenings. 		

PHOTO COURTESY OF CALGARY FILM

he 18th international film festival is happening
again from Sept. 20 to Oct. 1. While the festival
has a list of highly anticipated films to share with
attendees, such as The Divine Order and A Fantastic
Woman, the diverse range of films includes movies
with connections to Alberta.
The festival will be selling tickets for the entire festival, single tickets to films, and packages of tickets
so you can view a variety of what they have to offer.
Ticket packages and festival passes are currently on
sale. Check out our story on Calgary Film on pages 28
and 29.
ALL ARTICLES BY AMBER MCLINDEN
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The divide over pride

Calgary Pride’s ‘uniform ban’ incites clash of opinions

According to Vivian Vincent Veidt, the Calgary/Treaty 7 Dyke and Trans March “typically represents the issues that get passed over in favour of the majority” as opposed to the Pride parade, shown here
in 2016, which advocates for the most common issues. 			
								
PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN
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AMBER MCLINDEN

amclinden@cjournal.ca

he Calgary LGBTQ+ community is divided
after an announcement by Calgary Pride in
late July that law enforcement agencies will
not be participating in uniform in this year’s pride
celebration.
Calgary Pride announced July 26 that Calgary Police
Services (CPS), and subsequently RCMP, Correctional
Services and other law enforcement agencies will
be participating without uniforms, weapons, or any
form of institutional representation such as floats and
vehicles in the parade set for Sept. 3.
The decision, according to Calgary Pride’s press
release, is a result of consultation with CPS and
Voices, a local coalition of Two-Spirit and racialized
LGBTQIA+ community members.
While police and other law enforcement agencies
are able to participate in the pride celebration,
they are being asked to do so without institutional
representation (uniforms, for example), something

6
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Calgary Pride says is harmful to some members of the
LGBTQ+ community.
“We acknowledge the historical oppression and
institutionalized racism faced by queer/trans people
of colour and Indigenous persons, and the potentially
negative association with weapons, uniforms, and
other symbols of law enforcement.”
However, Calgary Pride, in its press release,
acknowledges that an outright ban would be
detrimental: “The aim of this announcement is to
communicate that as an organization, we believe
banning Calgary Police Services, and other law
enforcement agencies from participating in Calgary’s
Pride activities deters from engaging in meaningful
discussions on how law enforcement agencies can
best support Calgary’s gender and sexually diverse
community.”
Many community members stand behind the
decision, but still have concerns about the way the
announcement is being interpreted or misunderstood
by the public.

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

“Essentially what we are saying as people of colour
and as a part of the queer community, because I’m
Two-Spirit, right, I get carded and I get harassed by
police when I walk downtown. You don’t have to go
far and ask an Indigenous person, you know, ‘What
is your relationship with CPS?’ and they can tell you
that it’s not that of a great one,” says Evans Yellow Old
Woman, a member of Voices and a vocal member of
the LGBTQ+ community.
Although he is a member of Voices, he chose to
speak on behalf of himself and does not represent
Voices as an organization.
For Yellow Old Woman, it comes down to people
not believing what LGBTQ+ people of colour have to
say about the issue.
“If you are an officer, and you identify with the
community, then join the community but recognize
that the institution that you represent is still
oppressive to our community,” he says.
People who say these institutions represent
oppression “need to recognize that their experience

NEWS
isn’t the only experience, right? That just because
they have had a good experience with CPS doesn’t
mean everybody else from the community has had
a good experience with CPS,” said Yellow Old Woman.
Pride began with the Stonewall riots, the backlash
against police raids at the Stonewall Inn in New
York City on June 28, 1969. While this happened
in the United States, it is still considered one of the
most important events leading to the gay liberation
movement.
The history of Pride has been a talking point to both
defend and argue Calgary Pride’s announcement,
some saying there is still reason to protest against
police and others saying society has moved past
that point and should include uniformed police to
strengthen the community’s relationship with them.
Yellow Old Woman, however, says people of colour
in the community still face abuse and oppression
from police.
“I’m sitting here as a queer Indigenous person and
telling you that it is still happening.”
Kevin Allen, research lead of the Calgary Gay
History Project, documented the complicated history
of the relationship between the general LGBTQ+
community and police in a blog post following
Calgary Pride’s announcement.
Most of the events happened within a person’s Voices, Calgary’s coalition of Two-Spirit and Racialized LGBTQIA+, marched alongside the Calgary/Treaty 7 Dyke and Trans March last
PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN
lifetime, including Allen’s. This includes LGBTQ+ year, as the march declined an official spot in Calgary Pride in favour of supporting Voices. 		
individuals being surveilled and incarcerated regarding police participation,” and that CPS was part adding she has always supported Pride but believes
between the Second World War and 1969, police of the decision to exclude uniforms and institutional banning uniforms is a setback in the relationship with
tracking gay student activists in the 1970s, harassing representation.
police.
and incarcerating gay men in Central Memorial Park
While much of the media coverage and response
That doesn’t necessarily mean CPS is happy with
between 1970 and 1980, raiding a gay bathhouse in the decision.
to Calgary Pride’s announcement makes it seem
2002, and even Allen being targeted in 1996 for his
While CPS declined an interview with the Calgary like the uniform ban was a sudden decision, this
sexuality, identified by “the funny way he walked.”
Journal, in their press release, Chief Const. Roger discussion has been happening since last year’s Pride
While Allen said if he “had to decide whether Chaffin spoke about the issue.
celebration.
Calgary Police could march
The ban on uniforms, weapons, and other forms
“We
are
obviously
in the Pride Parade in full
disappointed
with
the of institutional representation isn’t the end of what
uniform this year, [he]
decision that police will not be Voices was seeking to do, but rather believes it opens
would not know what to
allowed to march in uniform, up a discussion.
do,” he recognized that
“Voices will continuously advocate that clear
but we are not going to allow
some people’s responses
it to undo decades of progress policies with consequences and accountability for
to the situation were too
between law enforcement law enforcement agencies in order to truly feel that
superficial.
and the LGBTQ+ community correct steps are being taken into account,” the group
One of these responses
in Calgary,” says Chaffin. “We said in a press release on July 26. “What we have
was Mayor Naheed Nenshi,
have a far better relationship here is a symbolic step which does not eliminate
who told Metro News,
with the LGBTQ+ community police violence and misconduct, but rather opens
“Blaming current people for
now than we did even 10 years up a discussion and first steps towards creating a
–Evans Yellow Old Woman
historical oppression would
ago and we want to keep that community that is safe for all and the one that truly
be like saying: ‘Previous
honours the history of what Pride marches are meant
forward momentum.”
mayors of Calgary have
They aren’t the only to be.”
refused to proclaim Pride
It’s this part of the situation that most feel has been
people
who
expressed
Week, therefore the current mayor of Calgary isn’t disappointment with the situation.
miscommunicated. Last year, the Calgary/Treaty 7
invited to the parade.’ I have a challenge with that.”
Coun. Diane Colley-Urquhart, a former police Dyke and Trans March, an event that happens during
Allen recognizes that CPS has changed their culture commissioner and a past Pride parade marshal, did the same time as Calgary Pride, chose to not pursue
since the previous events took place, but it isn’t as not respond to requests from the Calgary Journal for being officially involved with Calgary Pride and
easy to forgive and forget as Nenshi claims.
an interview, but according to a Calgary Herald report decided to back Voices when their demands were not
“I do absolutely believe they’ve changed their on July 26, she too was unhappy with the decision.
met.
culture, but that’s an ongoing process, that takes time,
The Dyke and Trans March is also disappointed by
“I really need to understand to a far greater extent
and the consequence is, I mean we lived through this, the leadership and the decisions they’re making, and the decision, but for a different reason.
in my case as a gay man, and it makes you distrustful,” the implications this has on a go-forward basis. I just
“The problem that we have is that it doesn’t
Allen says.
can’t support the decision and I can’t be walking in really have any reparative value, it doesn’t bring the
Calgary Pride communicated in their press release the Pride parade this year,” said Colley-Urquhart, communities closer together, it doesn’t resolve any
that they seek to “foster collaborative solutions

“I’m sitting here as a
queer Indigenous person and telling you that
it is still happening.”
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It ends at Prince’s Island Park, where the Pride in the
Park celebration occurs. The 2016 parade attracted
60,000 spectators and 150 entries last year, and
applications for this year’s parade are currently full.

UCP application denied for Pride

During the week of Calgary Pride 2016, the Reconciliation Bridge was lit up with the colours of the pride flag.
PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN
serious issues, but it puts a good PR face on both hopes more concrete action comes out of the entire
ends, and that’s quite frankly not enough as far as the incident.
“I think the biggest win from all of this is that we
Dyke and Trans March board is concerned,” says Vivian
Vincent Veidt, the March’s media and operations co- actually are highlighting the institutional gaps when
it comes to diversity education through the Calgary
ordinator.
The Dyke and Trans March still stands behind Police, through the City of Calgary, and through all
Voices, but the media coverage surrounding this of the people who are so staunchly opposed to this,”
delicate issue raises concerns with Veidt, who says Michelle Robinson, a member of Voices who is
believes it might distract from other progress that is also running for Ward 10 councillor in this fall’s civic
election.
being made.
Robinson also chose to speak on behalf of herself
“My personal concern is that this step and the
publicity surrounding it will erase the concrete steps and not Voices.
“It’s actually a win, it’s absolutely highlighting the
that have been made and distract from the attempts
to, for example, commute and extinguish the criminal racism we experience in this city that people like to
records of people who were charged and convicted pretend doesn’t exist, it’s 100 per cent highlighting it.
of crimes like buggery before 1969, when Bill C-150, So it’s actually a win for us in a lot of ways to expose
Trudeau’s ‘There’s no place for the government in the it.”
Robinson is also frustrated with the way the
bedrooms of our nation’ took hold,” she said, referring
to Pierre Trudeau when he was the Liberal justice announcement has been portrayed in the media and
communicated between people.
minister.
“We are always educating people as they take
Veidt considers the ban on institutional
representation a valid decision on the part of Voices on these new roles and continually trying to build
and Calgary Pride, but expresses how it might harm those relationships and that’s the irony, the media
other efforts being made, especially due to media makes it sound like we’re tearing down relationships
when we’ve been working for over a year on creating
coverage.
“It also overshadows, for instance, the CPS now relationships. So we do need that out there that we’ve
has contributed a lot of resources towards sensitivity been working hard on that.”
This year’s Calgary Pride celebration will go forward
training for officers, and toward creating an outreach
branch within CPS for the LGBTQ+ community,” said as planned, taking place between Aug. 25 and Sept.
Veidt, adding, “the pure fact that this is overshadowing 4, despite divided opinion on the uniform issue.
The Calgary Pride Parade route will run along Sixth
those efforts in media is cause for concern in my
Avenue from Third Street S.E. to Sixth Street S.W.,
opinion.”
While Veidt hopes it doesn’t overshadow efforts where it will turn north along Sixth Street S.W. to
already underway, another community member Third Avenue S.W.
8
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Calgary Police Services isn’t the only
group being asked to not participate in
the Calgary Pride parade as an institution.
The newly formed United Conservative
Party also had its application denied to
march in the Sept. 3 parade.
Party members were asked to first
complete a three-hour workshop hosted
by Calgary Sexual Health Centre before
their application would be considered. The
reason behind the workshop is to increase
“the comfort and skill of professionals to
talk about sexual health, relationships,
gender and sexual diversity,” says a letter
from Calgary Pride sent to the party.
“As your organization does not yet have
clear policy in support of the gender and
sexually diverse community, we would
like to encourage a collaborative learning
opportunity, prior to participating as
parade entries,” the letter continues.
Mayor Naheed Nenshi, quoted in the
Calgary Herald, said “Pride made a point
saying if you want to march as a party to
get that publicity, you actually have to
have policies in place that support LGBTQ
community, and the new party simply
doesn’t have those policies in place.”
Brian Jean, former Wildrose leader, said he
was disappointed in the decision, stating
“I thought it would be an opportunity to
come forward and to participate in that
event. I have many family members that
are gay and I know the community, and
frankly I’m just disappointed.”

• Amber McLinden

NEWS

Human
Trafficking:
Hidden in
Alberta

Public awareness about sex
trafficking is on the rise
ALEXANDRA NICHOLSON

anicholson@cjournal.ca

CASSANDRA WOODS

cwoods@cjournal.ca

T

he rate of human trafficking in Alberta looks
like it has increased about 500 per cent over the
past five years. This isn’t because there’s more
cases, but because of an increase in awareness.
Professionals say that more awareness is the best
way to combat trafficking – but there is much more
that needs to be done.
When it comes to sex trafficking, Scharie Tavcer, a
professor at Mount Royal University says that poverty
is one of the main factors that pushes people into
sex work. “Also, violence against women, culturally,
pervasively, systematically in society. It permits the
use and abuse of women,” she says.
Victims of human trafficking often begin with
problems at home, as well as bullying. This was the
case for Larissa Crack, an activist and a survivor of
sex trafficking.
“When I was 14 I ran away from home. Home was
emotionally abusive, and I wanted to be absolutely
anywhere but where I was,” says Crack “I was called
‘useless’ and ‘stupid’ at home, then went to school
where I was [also] bullied.”
Eventually Crack hitchhiked from Kelowna to
Vancouver, stopping just to panhandle for cash. This
is where a man and a young girl found her and took
her to a house where she began being groomed for
the sex trade.
“We were partying almost immediately.There was
a group of three to four girls my age and that made
me more secure. I was introduced to crack. I was
given many gifts. I had my hair done, nails done and
was given nice clothes.”
Crack became a member of an often misunderstood
group of people. Those being trafficked for sex can
easily find themselves falling apart.
“You lose yourself. You forget who you are. It was
like you’re a ghost and no one can see you in your
own world,” Crack says, “people see the bruises,
but more importantly they see you as a whore and
deserving of those bruises.”
It wasn’t until Crack failed to appear in court for
a previous charge that she was able to escape her
situation. She credits the Servants Anonymous

In the streets of Calgary, anyone could be involved in process human trafficking.
Society of Calgary with saving her life.
Today she is the co-founder of an organization
called Northern Women’s connection, a group for
healing and supporting women in the sex trade,
turning her experience into something that helps
other women in similar situations.
The reason trafficking exists is because of the
demand for quick and easy sex. The buyers come
from every walk of life, and could be anyone you
know.

“When you’re living in
poverty, you’re pretty
much in survival mode.
You don’t really have
a lot of time to spend
dreaming.”
–Necole Hines
“We don’t talk about demand much but it is all
sorts of men of all sorts of shapes and sizes and
economic backgrounds, employed, unemployed,
uncles, husbands, fathers, you name it and it’s men
of all ages,” says Tavcer.
According to Statistics Canada, data collected by
police forces across the country, the rate of cases in
Alberta have gone up from 0.05 to 0.26 per 100,000
people in the last five years. But this is actually a
positive, because of increased public awareness
more cases are being brought to the attention of
authorities.
“I do all of the public education pieces for the
Calgary Police service around sexual exploitation of
adults and youth and human trafficking on the order
of 30 some presentations a year,” says
Detective Paul Rubner. “As a result I think we’re
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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identifying potential victims far more than we ever
have.”
Tavcer comments on the statistic of the increase of
trafficking in Alberta.
“Well, you have to be hesitant to make that
statement that it’s increasing because the numbers
you’re looking at are cases that have been brought
to the attention of police.” Tavcer says, “So it could
be just more cases are coming to police attention,
which means more police could be aware, more
victim agencies are around, more people are coming
forward.”
Crack also says that sex trafficking is becoming
more widely known in Alberta, thanks to the media.
“Finally people are seeing this as exploitation,”
says Crack, “finally women aren’t being blamed for
being abused.”
Crack believes that widespread public awareness
is one of the best ways to combat the trafficking of
women and girls. By being aware of the signs and
the risk factors, victims of sex trafficking can’t be
overlooked as easily.
“People don’t even know that this is happening in
our backyard. That right now, at Chinook or Sunridge
[Mall], a girl is being groomed,” says Crack.
Rubner says that increased awareness could be the
result of “people now starting to notice indicators
that they may have previously been aware of but
didn’t know that they were there.”
Signs that indicate that an individual may be
being trafficked vary from case to case. Clues
can range from isolation from family and friends,
drug use where there wasn’t before to a change
in demeanour. A mistrust in authority is common
in trafficked foreign nationals, as they are often
threatened with deportation.
“It’s hard to predict who’s going to have a higher
likelihood of coming in contact, so it’s just a matter
of giving people the tools to recognize that if they
do come across it,” says Rubner.
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2017
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Rocky Roads

Charting the journey from small startup to success

The Rocky Roads crew works with local entrepreneurs and businesses in Calgary and the surrounding area to bring their stories to light through podcasts, videos, and written works. Video Director Paul
McAleer is seen here setting up in Raw Distillery to interview Brad Smylie who is just outside of the frame. 		
				
PHOTO BY TATIANNA DUCKLOW
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T

serve two very different industries.

here is no doubt that Alberta is hurting right now:
unemployment in the province is sitting at 8.3 per
cent. The number of laid-off energy workers sits in
the realm of many thousands, with no reprieve on the
horizon. Indeed, small businesses and startups seem to
be in for a bumpy ride as the province experiences an
upheaval that hasn’t been seen in decades.
But, Albertans are a tough and resilient type and no
story of triumph happens overnight, especially in the
turbulent world of business. For every victory, there are
a multitude of failures. For every dollar earned, there
have been dollars spent. For every step taken on the
rocky road to success, there too have been stumbles.
It is in this spirit of resiliency and hard-work that
the Rocky Roads project was born. A startup in itself,
the focus of Rocky Roads is to tell the story of small
businesses and new entrepreneurs in Southern Alberta
as they follow their dreams, and make the journey from
small startup to success. In this chapter of Rocky Roads,
the team met with the founders of two startups that
10
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RED IRON LABS
Rosalinda Hernandez and Lloyd Summers, the cofounders of Red Iron Labs, a Calgary-based virtual
reality video game studio, aims to scare the pants off of
players by tapping into their fears of being abducted by
aliens, as well as the fear of the unknown. Before they
started their gaming company, Summers developed
mobile apps and games while Hernandez worked
in communications for the United Nations branch in
Calgary. Founded in January 2016, the main focus
of Red Iron Labs is to create games with compelling
stories that are steeped in dark themes ranging from
apocalyptic stories, the unknown, and tales of the
paranormal.
“Action is great, and horror is great but we’re actually
more into the story side,” Summers says. “We went for
a story driven dark experience [that is] as immersive as
we can [make it].”
Hernandez and Summers’ current project is a
game series called “Abduction.” The premise of the
game is that aliens have come to Earth and have
begun abducting and harvesting humans for reasons
unknown. Produced in an episodic fashion, every
chapter of Abduction follows a different character and

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

as the player delves deeper into the mystery, a more
nefarious secret hell-bent on revenge comes to rear its
ugly head.
Summers and Hernandez believe that acknowledging
individual diversity in their games is important but
pumping their games with gratuitous violence is not
the purpose. They have had a lot of support from their
fans and have even conducted live-coding sessions
that break the barrier between developer and player, so
that feedback and ideas are discussed between the two
groups. In essence, players have the ability to influence
how the game is made in real-time.
“2016 was the year of getting out there,” Hernandez
says. “A lot of people played the demo, and we provided
people…with the opportunity to provide us with
feedback and we actually did take it in and improved
from there.”
“We have had a lot of people provide feedback that
is positive. They like the game, they like the story aspect
of it,” Hernandez finished.
At the time of writing, the first episode of Abduction
is currently available for purchase on the Steam store, a
digital distributor of PC games. According to Summers
and Hernandez, the average time it takes to make one
of the episodes varies but usually takes about a year
from start to finish. Red Iron Labs is currently working

NEWS
on future episodes of abduction.
RAW DISTILLERY
Brad and Lindsay Smylie, the co-founders of Raw
Distillery, a Canmore-based craft distillery, focuses on
using local Alberta grains and botanicals, in addition
to fair-trade spices, in order to offer liquor connoisseurs
a uniquely Albertan taste. Before diving into Raw
Distillery, Brad was raised with a strong entrepreneurial
background, with his parents owning an O’Tooles
Roadhouse franchise in Ontario and Lindsay working
in the medical field. Brad was also a firefighter and ski
patroller before working with Raw.
Founded in early 2016, the Smylies dream of setting
up a small distillery in the Rocky Mountains has been a
long time coming and required an incredible amount
of research every step of the way, as well as ensuring
that the facility they are currently working in met all of
the safety-code requirements which are quite stringent
given the fire-hazard potential. According to Brad
Smylie, one of the biggest pushes came from changes
to provincial legislation in 2014.
“I think the big instigator for us, to be honest,

“You know when you’re

working somewhere and
you have that go-to person that you can trust?
That’s who we always
are for each other...there
would be no way that I
would be doing this company without her help,
and vice versa.”
– Lloyd Summers, co-founder

of RAW Distillery

was when the province decided to change the
minimum production requirements for breweries
and distilleries,” Smylie said.
According to Brad Smylie, prior to the changes in
legislation, Raw would not have been able to produce
enough spirits and thus would not qualify to receive
a license to operate. As soon as those changes were
made, the Smylies began to put a business plan
together, starting their operations in the heart of the
mountains.
At the time of writing, the Smylies have been
crafting Raw Vodka, a Canadian whisky, rum, craft
beer, and three different types of gin. Of the different
offerings produced by Raw, the peppercorn gin seems
to be the product that excites the Smylies the most.
For the peppercorn gin, the Smylies use Tellicherry
Peppercorns grown in the jungles of Kerala, India one of the only non-Albertan grown products that
goes into a Raw Spirit.
“One of the big well-known flavor attributes of rye

Brad Smylie, co-founder of RAW Distillery in Canmore. 			
when it’s distilled or brewed is that you get a taste that
is described as peppery,” Brad Smylie explains. “It was a
natural move over into peppercorn gin.”
According to Raw Distillery’s Instagram feed, the
local liquor depot in Canmore has started selling Raw’s
unaged Rye on it’s shelves and the Smylies are hoping
to get their products on more shelves across Alberta as
soon as they can.
On the surface, Red Iron Labs and Raw Distillery seem
like they are worlds apart, but the similarities shine
through as the layers get pulled back. Both start-ups
were born out of the pursuit of a dream. Both start-ups
found that it was incredibly challenging to actually get
off the ground, receive funding, and find a working
space where they could turn their dreams into reality.
Both startups were co-founded by spouse teams and
each couple knows that they would not have been able
to make it as far as they have without their partners
riding along shotgun.
“You know when you’re working somewhere and
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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you have that go-to person that you can trust?”
Summers asked. “That’s who we always are for
each other … there would be no way that I would
be doing this company without her help, and vice
versa,” he finished.
The rocky road for any business can be a long one.
The Rocky Roads project, in partnership with The
Calgary Journal, aims to bring these conversation
with local entrepreneurs into the limelight.
By sharing these stories from Albertans, to
Albertans, we hope to inspire future entrepreneurs,
small business owners, and anyone else who hopes
to make the journey from small startup, to success.
To see the video and audio produced for this
story, if you want your business to be featured, or if
you simply just want to follow along for more startups on the rocky road to success, visit the Rocky
Roads project’s website through calgaryjournal.ca.
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For the love of the documentary

A first-person account of how filming in a Mexican landfill fed a journalist’s adventurous soul

Guadalajara, in the state of Jalisco, is one of the growing metropolitan areas showcasing the culture and history found throughout
Mexico from the pre-and post-Columbian eras.				
PHOTO BY TATIANNA DUCKLOW
the gated residencias. Tall cement walls with barbed
TATIANNA DUCKLOW
tducklow@cjournal.ca
wire lined the green spaces around campus and the
outdoor hallways. TEC was completely different than
hen we talk about travel we talk about the outside world and we began to exist in our own
the experiences that define our souls. The little bubble, excluding the hagglers and littered
adventures that develop and create our streets outside.
beings into the next version of themselves.
My biggest culture shock was the separate
In my many travels across the globe I have lost elevators for men and women on campus along with
and found myself more times than I can count, but eating lunch at two o’clock in the afternoon.
investing in a six-week international field school held
Classes commenced and as the days went on
a lot more surprises than expected and continues to our planning for the documentary became more
surprise me following my return home.
intensive, but so did our friendships. We spent
At the beginning of the year I decided travelling mornings learning about the art of the documentary,
to Guadalajara, Mexico, to film a documentary was afternoons learning about Mexican culture, and
the field school experience I had to have. After evenings enjoying the setting sun.
postponing a semester abroad when oil hit a slump
Culture shock began to set in as we toured
and the financial struggle was all too real, I knew Guadalajara. Open air markets mixed with poverty
this was the perfect opportunity — six weeks afar and a rich historical religious culture, churches and
in a land of sunshine and cervezas. I have travelled architecture that would make any traveller swoon.
far, alone and often as a backpacker, but investing in
Our first weekend we ventured to Tlaquepaque
living somewhere for so long was a different kind of after indulging in piña coladas and tacos in the arts
travel all together.
district. Then we travelled down the highway to the
Preparing the last of my goodbyes on May 26 and city of Tequila to taste true, pure tequila that you
watching the city lights with a Peter’s milkshake in could wash your hands with — not like our usual
hand, I was ready to go. My bag was packed, my phone Saturday night. The next weekend we enjoyed the
charged, I was on my way to a seven-hour layover in all-inclusive lifestyle of the Puerto Vallarta beaches,
Dallas-Forth Worth, or the most humid airport I have as well as a full service ice cream bar. This was much
experienced. My fellow journalism colleagues from needed following a five-hour trek to the coast on the
Mount Royal University were sporadically making most narrow, winding road where at every turn we
their way to Guadalajara as well.
were expecting our bus to tumble over the cliff’s edge.
From what you hear about Mexico safety was Our third weekend saw us exploring the beautiful
the biggest concern, especially for my parents. and romantic streets of Guanajuato, three hours
After passing a slew of police lining the streets of from Guadalajara. Cobblestone streets and coloured
Guadalajara we were whisked away to the campus of houses flowed throughout the valley. If I could write a
Tecnologico de Monterrey (TEC) 45 minutes outside hundred articles none would be enough to satisfy the
the city in the Zapopan area and found our home in detail that each of these side trips deserved.

W
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Each time, after returning from the touristy streets
and the culture, we returned to TEC, connecting with
our Spanish-speaking friends. They took care of us,
showing us their home. We enjoyed a piñata party,
Luche Libre (masked wrestlers) matches, and shared
many stories. We began to be more like a little family.
Really, a little family — one that loved each other but still
had the quarrels of frustration that come from spending
hours on end with the same people. Regardless of our
differences, three groups of Mexican and Canadian
journalism students began to research and eventually
showcase stories about Mexico — Mexican muralism,
transgender individuals, and my own group’s topic of
trash collectors.
I never thought the day would come when travelling
to a Mexican garbage dump would be something
to cross off the adventure list. Now I can say it was an
experience of a lifetime and one for the love of the
documentary, interviewing individuals working in the
trash, no gloves, no masks, dust and debris everywhere
among piles of waste. It was a sight one cannot un-see
and one you do not forget.
With less than three weeks of production and postproduction available, we took the hardship we saw and
started to develop a story following the lifestyle of those
working in the trash. Long days turned into long nights
of editing and interviewing. Our Spanish speaking team
members spent hours transcribing the words of those
we spoke to for us Canadians to understand. Dinners
became less substantial slurpees, and our whole world
became editing.
In this time I found my niche, my love for video grew,
and my soul grew happy and strong with adventure.
Then suddenly it was all over. It was time to come
home. We had celebrated the relief and weight off our
shoulders from completing the work and our bags
were packed.
The amount of focus on solely being in Mexico,
without external relationships or work or chores as we
would have had back home, caused an internal shift, one
that I noticed most when I returned to Calgary. It never
is noticeable until you come home, the adjustment
period where you have no idea where you are in your
life and what you’re doing. Where your investment in
another culture was so surreal that you aren’t sure how
invested you are in your own. Where the world seems
to have stayed the same while you grew and changed.
To be fair, I still don’t know if I am caught up yet, a
month later, but that’s another adventure in itself trying
to find out.
Tatianna Ducklow is a fourth-year journalism student
focusing on travel and aviation at Mount Royal
University. Check out her blog at tatiannaducklow.ca.
The documentaries produced by journalism students
from Mount Royal University and Tecnologico de
Monterrey will be available soon on this website http://
mrumexico.ca/.

INTERNATIONAL
AVENUE
REVITALIZATION FOR A HIDDEN, CULTURAL GEM

New bus lanes, re-vamped sidewalks aim to transform this historic
and culturally significant area

I

nternational Avenue — or 17th Avenue S.E. — in Calgary has long been home
to a cornucopia of culture. The strip has been there for decades, once a part of
the town called Forest Lawn before becoming part of Calgary in the early 1960s.
The area has had a tough reputation due to the amount of crime an d lowincome families in the area, but that reputation is poised to change with a
massive, $176 million revitalization of International Avenue. Re-construction of
the avenue has been long-awaited by politicians, businesses, and citizens in the
community — but like any revitalization, new sidewalks and bus lanes do not
necessarily change the face of a community.

THE HISTORY OF FOREST LAWN
Around 1910, Forest Lawn was a hamlet. The First World War was approaching and the
area was in an economic depression. Much of the land near Forest Lawn reverted back
to the Municipality of Shepard.

During the 1930s the area was taking a hit and the provincial government decided to
relieve Shepard by creating the Village of Forest Lawn.
In 1953, Forest Lawn received town status. From that point on the community began
to grow, establishing Elk, Moose, Kinsmen and Lions Clubs. It also had a town council,
which consisted of a mayor and councillors who were unpaid. In 1955, the town entered
a float in the Calgary Stampede parade called “Forest Lawn — Town of the Future.”
By 1958, Forest Lawn had grown so large that it applied for city status. But the town
had such close ties to Calgary that a merger seemed more likely.
On Dec. 30, 1961, the City of Calgary annexed Forest Lawn. Forest Lawn’s last mayor,
Harry Akkerman, handed over the keys to Calgary Mayor Harry Hays. Akkerman asked
Hays to give the town a “square deal,” according to International Avenue’s timeline on
their website.
NATHAN WOOLRIDGE

nwoolridge@cjournal.ca
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INTERNATIONAL AVENUE
THE NATURE OF FOREST LAWN
Forest Lawn, throughout its existence in Calgary, has
seen a lot of changes. What was once a small community
has now became a unique part of a vibrant city.
Alison Karim-McSwiney, executive director of the
International Avenue Business Revitalization Zone
(BRZ), believes the area is affordable and that it is truly
an exciting place. Karim-McSwiney, who has held her
position for more than 20 years, has been pushing for
revitalization of International Avenue since the mid1990s.
In a 2014 census, the community of Forest Lawn was
home to over 8,000 Calgarians. In the past, real estate
and rent in the area has been cheap.
Andre Chabot, the city councillor for Ward 10 which
includes Forest Lawn, says, “This was a great first point of
entry for a lot of people, as it is today for new immigrants.”
According to a 2014 city study, about 31 per cent of
homes in Forest Lawn are currently occupied by the
owner.
Chabot believes that if people aren’t selling their
homes, then the neighbourhood does not get taken
over by young people. Hence, gentrification has yet to
happen in the area.
“A lot of people have stayed in their homes and aged
in their homes. They haven’t been taken over by young
people.”
Crime in the area of International Avenue has always
been a part of its reputation.
“Everyone thinks, Forest Lawn, you live on the east side
of the city, that’s a bad area,” says Chabot.
Karim-McSwiney agrees that the community of Forest
Lawn gets a bad reputation.
“I think what happens is that sometimes the media
will lump the community of Forest Lawn into the
Greater Forest Lawn,” she said, referring to the seven
communities that actually comprise the entire area
serviced by International Avenue.
The BRZ was created by businesses to combat some
of the problems in the area. “A number of businesses
got together and they saw that there was a number of
issues,” says Karim-McSwiney. “There was a number of

things that they felt weren’t good, like crime rates and
the infrastructure was sub-standard.”
Chabot vouches for the area that he moved to when
he was 12-years-old.
“Those of us who have grown up here know that
it’s probably one of the safer parts of the city. Yes,
you may have some displaced people from other
communities coming out to this community because of
its affordability.
“As you increase the value of this community, increase
the value of properties in this community, I think you will
find that we will have fewer and fewer of these people.”

“This was a great first
point of entry for a lot of
people, as it is today for
new immigrants.”
–Councillor Andre Chabot

The “displaced” people that Chabot is referring to are
individuals he believes have been shipped to the area.
“People were actually being displaced into this area —
liked moved into the area.”
Chabot says that when the city initiated a plan to
“clean up the downtown” many people were brought
into neighbourhoods like Forest Lawn, mostly due to the
fact that it was a cheaper place to live.
BRINGING THE WORLD TO INTERNATIONAL
AVENUE
The area, however, has become a place where many
immigrants moving to Calgary call home. It has become
home to people from all parts of the world including
China, Pakistan, Vietnam, the Philippines, Europe, Latin
America and more.

CONSTRUCTION UPDATES

Updates on construction can be
found online on the the city’s
website. “We are making sure
to keep communicating any
of the closures and any sort of
intersection work through our
construction updates,” says the
city’s project manager Colin
Chapman. “Our construction
updates is something that we
put out on a weekly basis.”
Project Map that designates
the area where construction is
taking place along 17th Ave. SE
ILLUSTRATION COURTESY OF
CITY OF CALGARY
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Driving along International Avenue from 26 Street
S.E. to Hubalta Road S.E., it is clear why the strip has
received that name. The street is lined with restaurants
and businesses from around the world — a little piece of
international heaven.
Many immigrants began to open family businesses and
restaurants, many of which still exist on the avenue today.
“You can literally go around the world with the
international representation along 17th Avenue —
different ethnic foods in that 26-block range. It’s amazing,”
says Chabot.
The councillor believes the diversity and culture is
what makes the area so special. While he enjoys the
ethnic and cultural diversity of the area, he believes part
of that pride in the community has diminished. “When I
first moved here, it was way more vibrant than it is today.”
“It comes down to taking ownership in your
community and taking pride in your community. Things
start degrading and pretty soon nobody cares anymore.
I think that is what has happened over time in this area.
People have lost faith in their community and faith in
their city representatives to respond to some of the
emerging issues.”
But, working directly with the businesses in the area,
Karim-McSwiney praises the rich and diverse commerce
along International Avenue and the adjacent area.
“The unique thing about International Avenue is that
it is just so amazing. You can wander into a store and
be totally transported to another place. The items are
unique [because] they’re small businesses.
“A majority of our businesses have been operating for
well over 20-plus years. So, it really has been a very stable
business community.
“People often come here for the foods and the unique
stuff that you’re going to find. It’s something to celebrate
and obviously a place where a lot of cultures live.”
17 AVE BRT CONSTRUCTION
International Avenue is about to change again. The city
has embarked on a major project to move bus lanes, or
the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), into the middle of the avenue
while also giving the area a make-over.

INTERNATIONAL AVENUE

Street view of construction along 17th Avenue S.E.

“We are the main street for seven different
communities and we have to make sure we are
community-oriented,” says Karim-McSwiney. “We knew
that if we did something to improve this area that it had
to benefit the community. That is what our project has
been and what our vision has been.”
She has been a part of the push for revitalization since
1995 and looking back on the project, Karim-McSwiney
believes that the city wasn’t ready for what the BRZ
wanted to accomplish.
“But they’re certainly ready now and they have been
absolutely awesome. We are very happy to be at this
point in our history.”
Colin Chapman, project manager of the 17th Avenue
revitalization, says that in addition to moving the bus
lanes, “We are also re-doing the sidewalks and the road
structure, so it will be a wider pedestrian walkway for
the public in the area.”
Chapman believes the construction process is going
smoothly. “With the weather this year, we’ve been lucky
that we haven’t been rained out too much. Right now
we are tracking on schedule.”
The project is expected to be finished on time, “by the
end of 2018,” says Chapman.
“The construction is tough. But, we are talking about
an incredibly large area. It starts at Blackfoot Truckstop
and it goes all the way to the train tracks. We are doing
this whole construction within two years. Everything
will be totally done,” says Karim-McSwiney.
When asked about how smoothly the construction is
going, Karim-McSwiney feels it has been a dream come
true. “It is very shocking to be honest. I feel that this
team is so solid. I think the city has put together a great

PHOTO BY BRAD SIMM

City councillor, Andre Chabot, looks out to the construction for
the revitilization of International Avenue.
			
PHOTO BY NATHAN WOOLRIDGE

infrastructure team.”
One of city council’s stipulations was that the
construction should not shut down traffic and that there
would be always some form of access to surrounding
businesses. Chabot says he was one of the councillors
who brought this motion forward.
“What you will notice on 17th Avenue Southeast,
you’re not going to see any prolonged shutdown of
traffic in either direction,” he says.
Chapman, as project manager, has been ensuring that
council’s wishes are followed. “To keep traffic flowing
we’ve been maintaining two lanes of traffic in each
direction at the same time. In the morning rush hour
we don’t allow for any single lane closures. Again, in the
afternoon rush time we don’t allow any of these closures.
That allows for that traffic to flow through.”
Chabot also advocated that businesses should be
accessible at all times during construction, either
by car or foot. He believes that the issues are in the
transition and that if businesses can pull through
the construction period, it will be beneficial for them
moving forward.
“The businesses have been complaining and some of
them were talking about going out of business before
we realize the benefits of what we are doing along
17th Avenue. So what good is it if it’s actually going to
displace people?
“The interesting thing that we find out about these
businesses is that people generally want to stay here.
They see just how much value this will add to their
business,” says Chabot. “They’re going in the hole to
try and stay here just because they see the long-term
potential.”

Karim-McSwiney feels it is important that the BRZ
stands up for its members and businesses in the area.
The BRZ has been working with businesses and helping
deal with their complaints, to make sure all problems are
dealt with as soon as possible.
Karim-McSwiney has been working on the
revitalization of International Avenue for so long
and now she finally gets to see her hard work
become a reality.
“What’s nice is that you don’t often get the opportunity
in this line of work to be able to start something and get
it to it’s fairly pinnacle turning point. I think it’s a great
and wonderful opportunity that they’ve provided me
and I’m very happy about about that.”
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Bus Rapid Transit sign
on 17th Avenue S.E.
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INTERNATIONAL AVENUE

Jenny Burthwright started Jane Bond BBQ six years ago as a food truck business. Now Jane Bond BBQ has its own location near International Avenue.

PHOTO BY ROSEMARY DE SOUZA

International Avenue businesses embrace the
future, reject past stereotypes
Forest Lawn chefs and business owners see a bright future.

F

ROSEMARY DE SOUZA

rdesouza@cjournal.ca

orest Lawn may not — fairly or unfairly — have
the reputation of being the safest neighbourhood
in Calgary, but people running restaurants in the
area are stout in their defense of the culturally diverse
area.
The southeast neighbourhood, dominated by 17th
Avenue S.E., has had its days in the spotlight with a
reputation for drug dealing and sex trafficking that
put the police and the public on high alert.
In 2014, CBC reported that the “Calgary Police
Service (CPS) has launched a new initiative along
17 Avenue S.E.” Authorities formed a “beat team” to
secure the area “18 to 20 hours a day, seven days a
week, on foot,” the CBC reported.
According to this year’s Community Crime Statistics
report published by CPS, Forest Lawn experienced
185 social disorder cases in January of this year. In
July that number jumped to 248. But that is nothing
compared to the 677 social disorder cases recorded in
July for the hip and trendy Beltline district in Calgary,
an area bordered by 10th and 17th Avenues S.W. on
the north and south sides and Stampede Park on the
16
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east side. On the other hand, one of Calgary’s wealthy
neighbourhood, Bel-Aire, had only three recorded
cases in the same month.
However, statistics vary and are perhaps not
an accurate indicator of safety in the Forest Lawn

“[It’s] literally a walk into a
world on one avenue.”
–Carla Da Costa, MIMO
area because criminal activity has increased and
decreased in the past seven months. In a January
to July timespan, non-domestic assault went from
four cases to 10, commercial robbery from one to
zero, street robbery from zero to two, non-domestic
violence from four to zero, residential break and enter
from six to two, commercial break and enter from
three to one, vehicle theft from 22 to two, theft from
vehicle from 12 to 20, and physical disorder from
three to 11.
Carla Da Costa, the manager, chef and part-owner
of MIMO, a Portuguese restaurant located on 49th
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

Street and 17th Avenue S.E., said Calgary police
officers are “very good at their job.” CPS members, she
added, “walk around just to be on the secure side.”
“They keep our businesses safe and should
anything happen, they’re already there to be on the
scene,” said Da Costa on Jul. 26.
MIMO has been a part of the community for nearly
34 years. Da Costa, who practically grew up in the
restaurant scene, started helping her parents run the
family business at an early age.
“I think the first time I learned how to peel a potato,
I was about four years old,” she recalled. “I used to
grab people by their feet and sit on them and just tell
them where to sit.”
“[My parents] travelled [to Portugal], got some
recipes from all over and opened up a restaurant. So
it’s not even just food from one area, it’s authentic
food that comes from different parts of Portugal,” Da
Costa said.
MIMO is not the only restaurant adjacent to the
17th Avenue construction zone to serve dishes
inspired from around the world. Salsa on 35th Street
is another family-run business, only with a different
cuisine focus — Latin America.

INTERNATIONAL AVENUE
“We try to make it homey,” said Blanca Rodas, chef
of the restaurant owned by her brother and sister-inlaw. “A lot of our customers come and try our food
[and say], ‘Oh it feels like my mom made it.’”
Rodas said that although it’s been three years since
their restaurant opened, they’ve already had culturally
diverse customers walk through their doors.
“You’ll be surprised to see how many different
cultures we are getting,” Rodas said. “Business is
growing because of the reviews and the comments
that people leave on the Internet.”
“The reviews speak for itself,”said Jenny Burthwright,
owner and chef of Jane Bond BBQ on 20th Avenue
and 36th Street.
“We see a lot of customers from all over the city,”
commented Burthwright on her experience of being
one of the newest restaurants near International
Avenue, having opened in November 2016.
She said they have large numbers of “international
folks travelling to this area,” adding that the diversity
of ethnic restaurants is a plus.
“I mean you’ve got like African, you’ve got Indian,
you’ve got Vietnamese, you got Jamaican, you got all
the different cultures that have settled in this area.
“I believe in healthy competition and I think if you
can draw peoples’ attention to the area, they’re only
going to give me attention as well,” said Burthwright.
“It’s truly an International Avenue,” Da Costa said.
“You come down here and it’s literally a walk into a
world on one avenue. You can go to Asia, you can go
to Lebanon, you can come to Portugal, you can go to
Spain, and entering it and feeling the hospitality from
one place to another is amazing.”
Michael Ly agrees. The night shift floor manager
and nephew of the owner of the family-run Hong
Kong International Supermarket said 17th Avenue
has “become more diverse” in the past nine years
since the supermarket opened.
“The location where we are right now is such a
prime location because we are so close to downtown
and we are also in a pretty good neighbourhood
for what we want to distribute,” explained Ly. “The
community we are currently in has a high Filipino,
high Vietnamese, high Chinese population, so that’s
what we are primarily trying to sell to.”
Ly explained that the majority of their products
are imported from Asia. Hong Kong Supermarket
specializes in selling varied and popular Asian food,
utensils and other home supplies like the wok
from China to the broom — walis tambo — of the
Philippines. Although the supermarket specializes in
products from China, Vietnam and the Philippines,
they also sell items used in other countries like
Indonesia and Korea.
When asked about the conditions the store
might have experienced, considering the negative
reputation that has dogged Forest Lawn, Ly answered,
“That happens at like any grocery store, not just ours.”
“Doesn’t matter if you’re like at a different
neighbourhood like northeast or if you’re in
downtown, you’re going to get thefts regardless of
what store you’re in. It’s just bound to happen,” Ly
explained.
“We had people vandalize our property before and

like destroy property but we call [the BRZ] and they that something bad is going to happen to us.’ And
pretty much clean it immediately.”
because we’ve been here for 33 years going on 34, we
Ly was referring to the International Avenue have seen our share of crime, but what community
Business Revitalization Zone (BRZ), an organization and what neighbourhood hasn’t?”
whose stated mission is “to promote, improve and
“I think it’s unfair,” said Rodas of Forest Lawn’s
create a more pleasant community in which to shop reputation, adding she has “never had an issue” in her
and live.”
three years of living in the area.
“The BRZ team has done substantial work and it’s
“We actually get a lot of cops coming maybe once
been seen everywhere,” said Da Costa. “They’ve got a week, twice a week to check on every location here
committees, such as the Vandalism Committee, so if so that we feel safe and it’s working.”
people are spray painting, especially on the avenue,
Burthwright said “the area is ready for change.”
they have someone going to clean it up as soon as
“It’s a slow progress,” added Da Costa. “You can’t
they find out about it.”
build Rome in a day.”
Da Costa mentioned that the CPS beat team has
“We are taking a little longer to develop ourselves
worked “hand-in-hand” with the BRZ.
and create a new and brighter area,” she explained,
If anything “goes wrong, they’re always coming “but what’s inside, people are so unexpectedly
across the streets even at night time, making sure surprised to see great food, great people, and just a
that everything is safe,” Da Costa said. “Doesn’t mean lot of ethnicity that just bounds together.”
it’s always going to happen but they are there, kind of
like our security guards.”
Indeed, even on horseback.
Four
mounted
Calgary
officers chased down three
would-be shoplifters on Aug.
17 after they allegedly tried to
grab items from a grocery store
on International Avenue near
28th Street S.E.
Burthwright said Executive
Director
Alison
KarimMcSwiney and the BRZ team
are “doing a fantastic job.”
“They’ve included us in a lot
of community events, which
I’m excited about. I like being
a part of that. I don’t just want
to be a restaurant. I’d like to be
a part of the community,” said
Burthwright from Jane Bond
BBQ.
“We are like a big family,” said From left to right: Carmen Costa, Diana Abreu, along with restaurant owners and chefs Isabel
Rodas, explaining that after Da Costa and her daughter Carla Da Costa present one of MIMO’s top dishes, paella — “a
			
her shifts at Salsa, she visits seafood and saffron rice combination with chicken and beef.”
different restaurants in the 				PHOTO COURTESY OF THE INTERNATIONAL AVENUE BRZ
neighbourhood. “We like each
other and I like their food. I
love to cook and I love to try
different kinds of food.”
Although the community
has been growing stronger
through initiatives undertaken
in the past few years, some
cannot deny the negative
image that has impacted the
area.
“It’s unfortunate that people
have like a stigma for this area,”
said Da Costa at MIMO. “We
get tons of people that come
in once in a while, saying, ‘Oh,
we never would’ve expected
this place to look so beautiful.
Silvia Ramos (left) and Blanca Rodas serve Latin American food in Salsa, a restaurant that
We’re kind of afraid to stay
became a part of the International Avenue family in July 2014. PHOTO BY ROSEMARY DE SOUZA
out late because we are afraid
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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The transformative value of Major Minor Music
Project … and bowling
Intertwining International Avenue and Calgary’s all-ages music scene

Paradise Lanes is an old school, five-pin bowling alley on International Avenue with a retro feel. People can recreationally bowl there year round, and buy tickets for Punk Rock Bowling online. There is
no set schedule for the event but check the Facebook page for Major Minor Music Project for updates. 				
		
PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN
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n a small bowling alley that sits on 34th Street
and 17th Avenue S.E., also known as International
Avenue, something unexpected happens every
couple months.
Walking into the basement, one can immediately
understand the appeal. It’s very retro, transporting
you back to a time you may have never known, but
have seen on television. The owner of Paradise Lanes,
Greg Decksheimer, explained that representatives of
the television series Fargo once scouted the location,
but it never panned out.
It makes sense then, that one of the most
unconventional non-profit groups in the city would
seek out this space to host their event, Punk Rock
18
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Bowling. Major Minor Music Project, a local group
that seeks to create a vibrant all-ages music scene in
Calgary, has been selling out the spot.
To be precise, it’s their fifth time selling out tickets.
The most recent one, Punk Rock Bowling YYC
“Stampede edition”, which happened on July 15, was
filled to capacity.
“They have the classic neon bowling pins and it’s
a basement retro alley, and the ownership and the
manager Mark … are incredible people to work with,”
explains Graham Mackenzie, founder of Major Minor
Music Project.
The smell of your grandparent’s attic wafts through
the air, provoking a sense of nostalgia, some carnal
desire to exist in this space if you can. If that’s not
something that keeps people coming back, it’s at
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

least a contributing factor. Decksheimer explains that
summer is the bowling alley’s slow month, and the
rest of the year is pretty fully booked. Yet money isn’t
what motivated the bowling alley to work with Major
Minor Music Project.
“What it does for Paradise Lanes is, when you fill the
house like Graham does, you get that exposure every
two to three months and it’s usually new people every
time at the Punk Rock Bowling so it’s quite good,” says
Decksheimer.
“We have a big bowling pin on top of the roof and
we have people come downstairs and say, ‘I live around
the corner and I didn’t know you were here.’ And the
punk rock bowling is giving us more exposure, so our
walk-in bowlers, which would be just regular people
coming in, is probably up 20 per cent.”

INTERNATIONAL AVENUE
can have a career in arts and music.”
Mackenzie says his efforts have been very successful.
The project was originally founded on a survey of
over a thousand Calgarians, looking to find out what
was missing from the city, what they thought would
make it better. They wanted people to experience all
quadrants of the city, and with that goal in mind and
the compiled survey data, they realized there was a
real gap in all-ages venue access in Calgary.
“There’s lots of barriers and isolation, and so it’s kind
of a place where people can perform, practice, and
engage in the music scene here in Calgary as much as
they can, it’s just increasing access, like a hub for arts
and engagement,” says Mackenzie.
The project persists into the future, with Mackenzie
citing the possible collaboration between other nonprofits similar to Major Minor Music Project in the
United States to create something bigger, something
that involves even more connection and the “work
together” spirit that Mackenzie tenaciously seeks out.
Graham Mackenzie, the man behind the non-profit Major Minor Music Project, says the appeal of Paradise Lanes to host one of their
events, Punk Rock Bowling, was the neon blacklight bowling and the classic retro basement alley.
PHOTO BY BRAD SIMM
If you’ve never visited International Avenue, you there is certainly a stigma surrounding the all-ages
aren’t alone. It’s the 17th Avenue on the wrong side of music scene. Such are the stereotypes of the “music
town, or so Calgarians like to imply about the greater scene,” something that has often been intertwined
Forest Lawn area.
with negativity, imagery of drugs, drinking, and
Hosting Punk Rock Bowling on International general debauchery.
Avenue was a conscious choice for Major Minor Music
It’s not true, especially not to Mackenzie. He was
Project and Mackenzie. Many of the volunteers and someone who faced barriers trying to enter the scene,
attendees live on that side of the city, many being and understands that it’s potentially an isolating place
newcomers to Calgary.
to be when you don’t have the support you need as
“What we’re doing with the project is also trying a young musician or fan. Major Minor Music Project is
to reduce stigma associated
trying to change that.
with East Calgary as well,
“Creating
access,
because lots of newcomers
creating opportunity
come and move to East
for people, every
Calgary, and there’s an
genre,
everything,
enduring stigma in Calgary
and just trying to
of living east of Deerfoot,
get everyone on side
about whether it’s crime,
that’s it’s a necessity to
or whatever the cliches of
have a vibrant music
stigma are in Calgary, the
scene,” Mackenzie says
jokes and the underhanded
on what the project
things they say,” explains
is trying to inspire.
Mackenzie. “So everything is
“You have to have a
–Graham Mackenzie
to create a positive image,
place that anyone can
and say that there is a lot of
feel that they can get
positive — because there
access and do stuff and
is a lot of positive — [East
have a place where
Calgary is] transforming and it’s transforming fast.”
people can learn how to run shows, put on shows,
That transformation is near impossible to miss. create posters, create Internet content to promote
If you were to visit today, you can see construction their bands, promote their shows, and have a helping
everywhere. Yet it’s filled with culture and a resilience hand.”
that persists in the face of any challenge that’s thrown
It’s not about competition, it’s not about trying to
at it. Paradise Lanes is a testament to this, having been one up each other. It’s something that seeks to create
open 60 years now, changing ownership from time to a solid foundation for the all-ages scene.
time but always staying exactly where it is.
“When I was younger, when I was trying to do shows
The transformative but enduring effect of 17th and come up, there was no help and I think that’s not
Avenue S.E. seems to affect Major Minor Music an uncommon story that a lot of people do not have
Project, as Mackenzie says most of their events take that help and do not have that collaborative spirit and
place in the area. Or perhaps the non-profit affects so I was creating an entity, an organization, where the
17th Avenue S.E. Maybe a little bit of both.
whole goal is to help you and feel that there’s people
If there is a stigma surrounding 17th Avenue S.E., helping you and want you to succeed and that you

“What we’re doing with the
project is also trying to
reduce the stigma
associated with
East Calgary.”
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Paradise Lanes is located at 3411 17th Ave., S.E., in the heart of
International Avenue. You can find it easily by the huge neon
bowling pin sign sitting on its roof. PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN
“I’m always looking for those people who are like,
‘Let’s try, let’s try, let’s give it a go,” Mackenzie says
of both his international counterparts and Paradise
Lanes. “Truly I believe anything is possible then,
because if you have enough people who are just
willing to try, and you get enough of those people
together, then something is going to happen, and
then it increases your chances that something
incredible is going to happen.”
While opportunity continues to flourish and grow
for Major Minor Music Project, the contribution and
steadfast support of International Avenue is clearly
intertwined with their roots. In the grand scheme, it’s
a small part of Calgary, but it’s transformative value is
beyond measurement, both for the physical part of
the city and the people who exist within.
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2017
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International Avenue through the lens
Seeing the story with photos from 17 Avenue S.E.
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If you visit International Avenue, you won’t be able to miss surrounding construction transforming
the street, accompanied by many warning signs.		
PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN

The traffic on 17th Avenue S.E. is always busy, even as construction pushes forward.									

PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN

Sitting in front of Paradise Lanes, large machines used to dig up the street sit idle on Aug.15,
PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN
2017. 						

Part of the construction on 17th Avenue S.E. includes moving bus lanes to the middle of the road,
creating Bus Rapid Transit (BRT). The commute to downtown is expected to be shortened to 10
minutes. 				
		
PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN

Paradise Lanes has existed on 17th Avenue S.E. for 60 years. In front of their building, construction to
PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN
widen the avenue takes over what used to be parking spaces.		

Concrete blockades are lined up in front of a parking lot on 17th Avenue as road reconstruction
continues.				
PHOTO BY ROSEMARY DE SOUZA
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The flags of several countries fly above the sign that says “International Avenue” on the side of 17th Avenue S.E., representing the many cultures found within the community.

PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN

Andre Chabot, city councillor for Ward 10, posing in front of construction that is currently underway
on International Avenue. 		
PHOTO BY NATHAN WOOLRIDGE
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Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and
Girls inquiry is under fire
Critics suggest Canada’s colonial heritage still a hurdle

relations Tanya Kappo,
director of operations
Chantale Courcy, and in July
executive director Michele
Moreau departed. Waneek
Horn-Miller, the director
of community relations,
resigned in early August,
citing a need to spend more
time with her faimly.
In addition, Marilyn
Poitras resigned in July as
one of five commissioners.
According
to
news
reports, Poitras stated in
a letter to Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau, “It is clear
to me that I am unable
to perform my duties as
a commissioner with the
process designed in its
current structure.” CBC
reported that “the vision
Jacqueline “Jackie” Clara Crazybull (left) holds a chocolate bunny in 1997 alongside her sister she held was shared by few
Beverly Prairie Chicken (middle), brother-in-law Jason O’Hara (right), and Sandra Manyfeather’s within the national inquiry,
son, Smokey. A walk along 17th Avenue S.W is held every year in honour of Jackie Crazybull, who and the ‘status quo colonial
was murdered in 2007.
PHOTO COURTESY OF LAUREN CRAZYBULL model’ of hearings is the
path for most.”
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he National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women and Girls (MMIWG) set out in
September 2016 to find answers into the multitude
of cases of missing and murdered Indigenous women in
Canada. Since then, the inquiry has lost employees and a
commissioner, leaving many victimized families and the
public with few answers and a lot of questions.
Some observers and family members now wonder
whether Canadian legislation is the cause of the inquiry’s
stagnation, while others see an unfit inquiry still in place.
On March 21, CBC reported that databases across
Canada have recorded more than 1,000 missing and
murdered Indigenous women. And yet the inquiry at
that time, according to the report, had only 122 family
members’ names recorded in their database.
The inquiry’s mandate, according to its website, is “to
examine and report on the systemic causes of all forms of
violence against Indigenous women and girls.”
Fast-forward a year later and seven employees
have already left the inquiry. The former director of
communications, Michael Hutchinson, lost his position
in February, and the reason for his departure is not
clear. Resigning in June were senior communications
advisor Sue Montgomery, manager of community
22
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COLONIAL LEGISLATION
“The inquiry is designated to a legislation that doesn’t
fit an Indigenous perspective,” said Michelle Robinson,
chairperson of the Indigenous Peoples’ Commission,
a group that represents Indigenous Canadians at the
political level. Robinson is also running in the civic election
to represent Ward 10 on Calgary city council.
“The commission was obviously set up for a different
legislation. It’s not even that the inquiry is faulty, it’s that
the legislation that’s guiding the inquiry is,” Robinson said.
“The colonial model doesn’t fit on Indigenous people, like
that’s what the real problem here is.
“It’s that we have a colonial, legal, law that [Indigenous
people] are being forced to work on.”
“The reason why we have the MMIWG is because of
the imposed legislation to the Indian Act. Well how do
you expect commissioners to be able to work with an
Indigenous lens in a colonial setting? That’s the problem.
So I’m not surprised [with all the resignations] happening
by any stretch,” Robinson explained. “We are not going
to [have] representation done properly … because of it,
because of Canadian legislation.”
Beverly Jacobs, a lawyer who has worked with families
through her consulting work with the Native Women’s
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Association of Canada, said, “The commissioners have the
ability to develop whatever it wants to develop and I find
that it’s been limited by Canadian law.”
Jacobs has also authored reports, one of them to
the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Indigenous
Peoples Rights and another to Amnesty International, a
movement that works towards protecting and promoting
human rights.
“I’m totally aware of what Canadian law can do and
what it has done,” she said. “Canadian law itself has been a
tool of assimilation and genocide for Indigenous people
and people don’t know that.”
LISTEN INQUIRY!
Jacobs travelled across Canada for her six-month study,
meeting with families who will participate in her Amnesty
International report, released Oct. 4, 2004, that highlights
the stories of those who have been lost and murdered.
Many of the families Jacobs spoke with “didn’t know
who Amnesty was.” She met with them “to build trust …
and to let them know who Amnesty is and where their
report is going to go.”The families had to know “who I am
and where I come from and the work that I do,” Jacobs
explained.
In the case of the inquiry, “the families here are not
trusting the process and not trusting how this [is] turning
out,” Jacobs said of the families she spoke with at the Six
Nations reserve. “Trust needed to be developed from
the beginning. That has never been done and if it’s been
done, it’s only been done with their national family
advisory group. It hasn’t been done on a national scale
with families who at the moment feel like they don’t have
a voice, which is not how it should be.”
Robinson added that the inquiry is “never actually
within jurisdiction of reservations ever.”
Robinson was interviewed on Aug. 3 and since then
the inquiry has announced meetings in Nova Scotia.
According to an Aug. 15 CBC report, “a team of health,
legal and community relations workers” planned visits to
the Membertou First Nation on Aug. 16 and the Millbrook
First Nation on Aug. 17 and “[more] visits are planned
ahead of a community hearing planned for Halifax the
week of Oct. 30.”
“If we are going to have a legitimate inquiry, then
they need to go out to the Stoneys, they need to go
out to Siksika, they need to go to the Kainai Nations,
and they need to have outreach at all of the nations,”
Robinson said. “Now we are talking over 600 nations but
unfortunately if it’s true complications, that’s what we
should be doing.”
Jacobs explained that the families’ experiences are
based on trauma and the inquiry has to understand how
to deal with that.

TREATY 7
“You’re asking families to share their stories,” Jacobs
recalled explaining to Amnesty International about what
the process of gathering sensitive information should be
like. “So what are you going to give them in return?”
Jacobs established with Amnesty International that
once her report was finished and released, a gathering
would be held for all the families who participated. “It was
a very emotional time,” she recalled, “because families
realized that they weren’t alone because that’s how they
were feeling initially.”
Jacobs explained that through the gathering they
were able to build a “reciprocal relationship,” wherein
the families not only knew they were not alone but also
where the report was going.
“Being Treaty 7 from the Blackfoot confederacy, we
have one meeting in one place,” said Stephanie English,
mother of Joey English who died last year. “Why [is the
inquiry] doing it from province to province?”
“Just have it at one place where you know all these
families can have that unity as one.”
The death of English’s daughter, Joey, was ruled as
being the result of a drug overdose. The 25-year-old’s
death was discovered on June 8, 2016, after Joshua Weise
dismembered her and threw some body parts in the
garbage and a treed area near Centre Street North. Weise
was sentenced to 18 months in prison with an additional
three-year probation along with completing substance
abuse treatment, according to recent reports.
WHERE DO WE HEAD FROM HERE?
“Why [should I] have to live my life to communication of
Internet?” asked Stephanie English. “When I was brought
up, where it was face-to-face not mouth-to-mouth, none
of this Internet stuff … it doesn’t work that way.”
English expressed disappointment in the number of
resignations coming from those serving the inquiry.
“I’d figured we’d have people out there that are
supporting [people] like myself and my situation, where
I figured I would finally have a strong front line that will
support us, but yet they all resigned,” she commented.
“We need stronger people that have been in the same
situation but yet are willing to help other families out
there and work with the government to find a better way,
a better solution, and better ways of healing.”
The inquiry “really needs to see who’s for the people
and who is not because [there’s] a lot of people who are
going to walk away and lose that hope for others only
because they lost it for themselves. If it were given to me
like on what I needed to do, I would do the footwork,”
explained English. “What I needed to do to find that
closure but yet I didn’t receive any.”
“From the beginning I haven’t received nothing but yet
I received a lot from my people, my elders, my family, my
partner, and these little children,” she said, referring to her
daughter and grandchildren.
“I thought that professionals are there to really help
me but yet it’s not like that,” English continued. “The white
man doctor just gives us pills, he gives us diagnosis that
we don’t even understand. In the first place, we’re just
there with broken hearts. Well how do we heal a broken
heart? Well, we need to follow our traditional ways.

“I really see these people that stepped down, they just
actually turned their backs on us.”
Justice advocate Lauren Crazybull said, “I’ve kind of
taken a step back from paying attention to the inquiry. It
took so long to get and then it feels like a big let down.
Every time I see an article about it, it’s pretty disappointing.
I remember pre-inquiry, I was like advocating for an
inquiry but now … I just feel pretty tired. I’m not really
counting on it.
“I’m just going to continue the work that I’m doing
and hopefully it will get sorted out, but in the meantime
I hope there’s not a lot of families who are really, really
counting on it because I don’t know how much they will
be able to deliver justice for [the families].”
Crazybull has helped the Indigenous community in
various ways, from organizing rallies in the city to hosting
podcasts and radio shows that focus on Indigenous
issues. She currently teaches youths how to paint, pursue
art as a career, or use it for healing purposes in addition to
helping her aunt, Sandra Manyfeathers, organize the next
Justice for Jackie Walk that happens every October.
It’s been 10 years since Jacqueline “Jackie” Clara
Crazybull was murdered.
“We just walk through 17th Avenue S.W. in Calgary and
then we end the walk with like a small ceremony by the
bench she was murdered at,” said Jackie’s niece Lauren
Crazybull.
Jackie, who was 43 at that time, died after being
stabbed on July 11, 2007. Calgary police have still “not
made any arrests in her murder to date,” according to a
CBC report.
“Our experience has been one of frustration,” said
Manyfeathers, sister to Jackie.
Sadly, Manyfeathers also had another sister murdered.
Yvonne Crazybull, who died in 1991, was reportedly
“beaten to death by her common-law husband.”
“The guy that murdered Yvonne wasn’t her commonlaw husband,” said Manyfeathers. “He was some guy that
had previously dated one of my other sisters and one day
he just decided that he is going to beat my sister up.
“She died as a result of her injuries but because the
media presented the case to the public as a domestic
dispute, society really kind of just threw that case to the
side.”
Manyfeathers spoke of her and her family’s frustration
with the justice system. “They really have shown us that
our lives don’t matter because they’re not doing anything
in terms of judicial consequences towards the people that
are murdering them. Like they’re basically saying that we
can be murdered and that there will be no consequence
for the ones who do murder us.”
Robinson argued “that there has never been political
leadership until recently that acknowledges Indigenous
peoples as human beings.”
“At this point, to be effective they need to be meeting
with family members,” Jacobs suggested. “They need
to start building that trust. It’s about establishing that
humanness.”
When the inquiry was formed, however, Manyfeathers
said, “we were relieved that the government was actually
listening but it was really short-lived.”
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

Lauren Crazybull is an artist who teaches youths how to use
art for healing. This painting of hers is called “Kitsiikakomim
Ikakimaat” which means “I love you, keep trying” in Blackfoot. 		
PHOTO COURTESY OF LAUREN CRAZYBULL
Manyfeathers recalled her own disappointing
experience.
“When [the inquiry] came to Calgary, they met with
us, they gave us a really short window of time to present
what we thought was important,” she said. “They gave us
less than 10 minutes to present — they already dictated
what we could say.”
“They kept saying that, ‘We know that it’s important, we
know your loved ones are important,’ and this is actually
who the inquiry is about,” Manyfeathers said. “It’s about
missing and murdered Indigenous women, but when
they came to Calgary, it wasn’t about that. It was them
getting their business done and having society believe
that they were on the right track. It’s just a revictimization.
“We have to heal according to the way that they
prescribe it to us,” she added. “We are not allowed to heal
or we are not allowed to give evidence in the way that is
important and real to us.”
In addition, Lauren Crazybull suggested the inquiry
also support other foundations with similar interests. “You
can’t have like one organization in the city and expect like
everything to go away.”
“We’ve been shoved to the side,” said Manyfeathers of
operating at the “grassroots level” to bring justice for the
missing and murdered. “When there was no government
officials involved and we were the ones that were leading,
we were actually leading it in a way where we were
getting the information to the media, we were getting
what we needed and what needed to be heard, what’s
being said. But once people started getting paid to lead
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2017
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the [MMIWG] cause, then they began to dictate what we
need and how we need it.”
Jacobs explained that “when we are talking about this
issue as Indigenous people, there are certain protocols
and processes and ceremonies that are in place when
we are talking about the dead. There should’ve been
a ceremony right from day one to honour the spirits of
those women.”
But the inquiry also has to be more than just a
platform to share stories of those who have been lost
and murdered, Lauren Crazybull suggested. It has to look
“at the police involvement in a lot of [these] cases.” There
has been “a lack of action, the slowness and the lack of
immediate action on [these] cases is something” that
should be discussed and investigated.
Jacobs argued that the inquiry had to be “totally
reformed,”suggesting the people hired do not understand
“how deep” the issue is. The inquiry “has to be reset with
the terms of reference that includes the investigation of
policing and the impacts of that,” she added.

Ten months after the inquiry was established, CBC
reported on July 27 that the inquiry will start reviewing
police conduct after facing pressure from the families of
victims. Although “looking at police conduct is mandated
in the inquiry’s terms of reference,” this document “makes
no mention of investigating police conduct explicitly, but
does say the inquiry can report misconduct of any kind to
‘the appropriate authorities.’”
“We can’t erase [the process up to now] but I think
it can be incorporated into the new process and there
may have to be a return back to ensure that the issues
about policing have been addressed and that families
have been able to ask the questions that they need
to ask because I think that’s part of the mistake with
this inquiry, is that families are not able to ask those
questions,” said Jacobs.
Robinson, on the other hand, argued that “we
are having a narrative in the media about reform
that’s not legislative policy. We can have a big talk,
and that’s just [a] political talking point. It’s not real

Stephanie English, right, takes a picture with her daughter Joey
English. Joey was 25 when she was murdered on June 8, 2016. 		
		
PHOTO COURTESY OF STEPHANIE ENGLISH
legislative change, so we can’t have reform... We have
to either work with the system that we got or we have
to disband it all together.”

Journalist shares radio voice for Inidigenous victims
GRACE HEAVY RUNNER

gheavyrunner@cjournal.ca
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ince the inquiry of into Murdered and Missing
Indigenous Women, Girls and Two-Spirits
(MMIWGT2S) opened in September 2016 a
lifetime has passed for so many families. More than
1,000 families continue to search for their loved ones.
Just years before I began my journey as a reporter
I remembered asking myself: “What can I do to help
ease the pain?”
Before entering into the journalism program I was
enrolled in the Aboriginal Education Program at Mount
Royal University (MRU). A Facebook message popped
up, and it was Sandra Many Feathers, asking if I would
come join the walk in remembrance of her sister Jackie
Crazy Bull who was brutally murdered in 2007.
I am a jingle dancer and very much involved in
my Native culture. In 2015, Sandra Many Feathers
wanted me to dance the Healing Song that day and
I agreed. I would continuously hear and see rallies
of the MMIWGT2S and wanted to give back to the
community. I will never forget that day because when
I heard the drum I danced the Healing Song for all
the families that had lost their loved ones — it was a
special day.
My heart was saddened and yet uplifted at the same
time because Jackie Crazy Bull’s grandchildren were
there. A young boy who was dressed in his grass dance
outfit honourably danced for his grandmother Jackie
Crazy Bull. Sounds of the drum beat rhythmically with
the young man’s footsteps as he gracefully danced
like the tall grasses of the Prairie, a swift and smooth
tempo.
I was accepted into the journalism program in
2015. I could’ve chosen any story to work with and
among my first three topics was Colton Crowshoe.
Ron MacDonald, who was my professor at the time,
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chose the story of Colton for me to cover. To this day
his murder in 2014 has not been solved.
I would work on the article in my first year and it was
published by the Calgary Journal, expanding on a deeper
issue concerning Murdered and Missing Indigenous
Men and Boys. Researching and working delicately, I
was determined to be a voice for my people and help
share stories through as many media outlets as possible.
I would eventually organize a walk for Colton Crowshoe
at MRU in 2016.
As I entered my second year of journalism in 2016,
I received an email. CJSW was looking for Indigenous
people to volunteer. I replied and thought: one thing my
professor Ron MacDonald taught me was to go out there
and take part of every opportunity that comes your way.
I wasn’t sure where this was going to take me but I was
interested and I will do what it takes to be a voice.
Orientation for CJSW was at its studios at the University
of Calgary. I thought, “Oh my goodness, what did I get
myself into?” Feeling nervous entering into CJSW I was
greeted by a beautiful lady, Jasmine Retzer, the volunteer
co-ordinator. She smiled and made me feel at ease.
“Take a load off,” she said. “We are about to start the
orientation, just waiting for everyone to arrive.”
On my third day volunteering, which was once a week,
I sat with other volunteers and cleaned records. I had
sent a copy of my article to Jasmine and when I walked
into the station I was happy to see her smile and she said
enthusiastically, “I been thinking about you.”
I thought, cool. Jasmine introduced me to the director
Frank Literico and program director Mike Tod. During the
meeting a surge of empowerment came over me and
before I could gasp for air, I was handed a show at CJSW
to discuss Indigenous issues.
I was ready to hear about the format and all the rules
and policies that came with hosting a show. Instead,
Frank said, “This is your show and we will be here to help
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support your project and you can pick your team to help
you.”
I was so happy I could’ve kicked my heels at that
moment. I thought to myself this is great, I can interview
people and share their stories and utilize my skills I
learned in my first year of being a journalism student at
Mount Royal.
Looking back during the meeting with Frank and Mike,
I recalled saying, “I didn’t come into journalism to be quiet,
I came to make some noise.” CJSW’s number one rule is to
give a voice to the voiceless and that’s what I love about
this campus radio station.
I felt very welcomed at CJSW and to this day I feel very
grateful for the respect and genuine humbleness from
Frank and Mike. For the first time in my life I can really help
my community. With non-bias and an open heart, I began
working on the, “Indigenization Across the Nation,” that
will cover Aboriginal issues from a universal perspective.
With lots of help from students and fellow Natives
from the community, I made my first podcast dedicated
to the Missing and Murdered Indigenous Men and Boys,
(MMIMB). I loved the enormous support and rallies
covering the MMIWGT2S and I dedicated my second and
third podcasts to the issue.
Coming from an oppressed Nation, living in the
residential school system and remembering the very
day of its closing on the Kainai Reserve, I can help be a
voice and talk about the hardships of being an Aboriginal
person. I can help empower my people by sharing their
stories and give a platform to all the Indigenous artists,
express their gifts and talents.
Finally, please take time to dedicate a moment of
silence to the MMIWGT2S and to the all the families.
Grace Heavy Runner is a Mount Royal University journalism
student who hosts “Indigenization Across the Nation” on
CJSW 90.9 FM. Go to CJSW.com to listen to past shows.
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The evolution of Calgary’s
historic landmarks
Photos of the city’s oldest standing
places, then and now
AMBER MCLINDEN

amclinden@cjournal.ca

LOUGHEED HOUSE
Built in 1891, Lougheed House was originally the home of Senator James
Lougheed and his family. His grandson Peter Lougheed would become
Alberta’s premier from 1971-1985 with the Progressive Conservative
party. The sandstone home was considered “one of the finest residences
in the Canadian northwest.” At that time, the house was called “Beaulieu,” french for “beautiful place.” The Lougheeds were some of the most
influential Calgary citizens, but when the Depression hit they were unable
to pay property taxes and the city took control of the house after Lady
Lougheed passed away in 1936. Since the Lougheed’s vacated the house,
it has been used for a variety of purposes including a blood donor clinic,
a training centre, and even a woman’s military barracks. In 1977 the province took over ownership of the property and restoration began after the
Lougheed House Conservation Society formed in 1995. Today, you can
visit the grounds of Lougheed House for free and tour the house for an
admission price.
PHOTOS, FROM TOP:
Lougheed House and its surrounding grounds in 1912.
				
			
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE GLENBOW MUSEUM ARCHIVES
Lougheed House on Aug. 2, surrounded by gardens and tall buildings in downtown
Calgary, at the corner of 13th Avenue and Seventh Street S.W. 				
					
PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN

THE GRAIN EXCHANGE BUILDING
In 1910, sitting at six storeys high, the Grain
Exchange was considered a skyscraper. By today’s
standards it’s not very tall, but in the same way
that it was a marker for the urban development
to come in Calgary, it also had a big influence on
Alberta’s economy at the time. Built in 1909, the
building was populated only one year later with
21 grain companies that set grain prices for the
province and was a pioneer of Alberta’s economic
development. It was built by William Roper Hull,
who also built and owned many other Calgary
structures, like the city’s first opera house. Unfortunately, many of these buildings were demolished, but the Grain Exchange is still standing.
PHOTOS, FROM LEFT:
The Grain Exchange building in 1910, only one year after its
construction was completed.
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE GLENBOW MUSEUM ARCHIVES.
The Grain Exchange building on Aug. 2, is located on Ninth
Avenue and First Street S.W. Today the building houses
restaurants, shops and offices.
PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN
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STEPHEN AVENUE
Between 1880 and 1930, much of
Calgary was reconstructed after a fire
destroyed a significant part of the
downtown area in 1886. Referred to as
the Sandstone Era, many of the new
buildings were made of sandstone
instead of wood to prevent another
tragic fire. The Bow Valley had an
abundance of the sedimentary rock,
making it a better option than brick at

the time. Today, the area still has nearly
three dozen buildings from the Sandstone Era. The avenue was named after
George Stephen, the First Baron Mount
Stephen and the first president of the
Canadian Pacific Railway. Stephen Avenue tells the story of Calgary as a city,
urban development on the Prairies
and how central the retail sector’s role
was in urban Canada.

PHOTOS, FROM LEFT:
Stephen Avenue in 1889, looking east from First Street S.W. On the left, the Bank of Montreal is
under construction.			
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE GLENBOW MUSEUM ARCHIVES

Bryan Adams. The hotel eventually
shut its doors, but it was incorporated into the new National Music
Centre that sits over Fourth Street
S.E. Restoration of the hotel began in
2010 and construction of the National
Music Centre began in 2013. The King
Edward Hotel is home to CKUA, a province-wide non-profit radio station,
and also hosts live music.

PHOTOS, FROM LEFT:
The King Edward Hotel, located on Ninth Avenue and Fourth Street S.E., was constructed
between 1905-1910 and has served many purposes over its 100 years in operation.
		
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE GLENBOW MUSEUM ARCHIVES

Much of Stephen Avenue is still composed of historic buildings that existed in 1889, including the
Bank of Montreal.
				
PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN

THE KING EDWARD HOTEL
When the doors of the King Eddy
opened after its construction between
1905 and 1910 near the railway tracks,
the hotel served as a place to stay for
many working class people travelling
through the relatively new city. In the
early 1980s, it became one of Canada’s
first blues bars, hosting artists like B.B.
King, John Hammond, Pinetop Perkins,
Otis Rush, and even Canadian rocker

Today, the King Edward is incorporated into the National Music Centre.			
					
PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN
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Calgary International Film Festival
keeps growing
Organizers prefer new nickname ‘Calgary Film’ but it’s still
the same eclectic collection of projects
ROSEMARY DE SOUZA

rdesouza@cjournal.ca

T

he Calgary International Film Festival — or Calgary
Film for short — enters its second year as an Oscarqualifying festival with record-breaking number of
film submissions.
“It’s been growing a lot over the last several years,”
said Executive Director Steve Schroeder in an interview
Aug. 9. “Only five years ago [we received] 600 films”
and this year that number is approaching nearly 3,000.
However, the festival will only be picking around
200 films to view at this year’s 12-day celebration, films
that will be presented under the following categories:
World, Canadian, New American, Music on Screen, Late
Shows, Headliners, Documentaries, Shorts and Galas.
“We play approximately 200 films every year of every
genre,” added Schroeder, “from over 40 countries.”
The festival , which runs from Sept. 20 to Oct. 1,
will be handing out Audience Awards for Best Alberta
Feature, Best Narrative Feature, Best Documentary
Feature, Best Alberta Short, Best Narrative Short and
Best Documentary Short. It will also be giving out a
Fan Award for Best Feature and Jury Awards for Best
Canadian Narrative Feature, Best Alberta Short, Best
Overall Short and Best Documentary Short.
“It’s a huge job,”Schroeder stated of the responsibility
that falls on festival organizers to sift through 3,000
submissions. “Because all the films that have been
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submitted have to be watched.”
“There’s only about 200 official
selections between shorts and features so
most of the films submitted are not going
to be shown to the public. So like less than
10 per cent [will be shown].”
The
festival
started
accepting
submissions in December. All films were
reviewed by 60 previewers along with
six film programmers, narrowing down
the submissions not based on any formal
standards but the ability to “determine
when a film is ‘innovative and compelling.’”
“Of course this leaves room for at least
some degree of subjectivity and individual
taste, but that’s one of the things that
makes a film program unique and helps
give it some personality,” explained
Schroeder. “There are multiple people in
the process who watch each submission,
so if more than one person feels that a
film is innovative and compelling, those
are the ones that rise to the top.”
From there, the audience and a jury Van Helsing co-stars, Vincent Gale (left) and Jonathan Scarfe, pose for the
will be voting and deciding, respectively, camera at last year’s black carpet gala.
which films will receive awards.
			
PHOTO COURTESY OF CALGARY FILM
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Other than the record-breaking number of
submissions, what makes this year’s festival different
from last year?
“One of the biggest goals of our festival is to celebrate
local filmmaking talent. This year, the opportunities to
do so were more abundant than ever,” said Schroeder
in a press release. “Approximately 25 per cent of our
programmed Canadian feature content is Albertan,
representing seven per cent of our overall lineup. We
want to showcase as much local content as possible.”

“ Approximately 25 per

cent of our programmed
Canadian feature content
is Albertan, representing seven per cent of our
overall lineup.”
–Steve Schroeder, Executive Director
“It amazes me how many local productions there
are for us to consider,” said Programming Manager
Brenda Lieberman. “This year the genre diversity
stands out, as well as the number of films not only by
Albertans who live and work here, but also by those
who have moved away, who still have solid roots in
Calgary.
“We’re really proud of this year’s lineup.”
Suck It Up, a local production and a candidate for
the Canadian Narrative Feature award, is one film to
look forward, landing a coveted spot at the festival’s
closing gala.
“We are extremely excited to be playing in Calgary,”
said director Jordan Canning. “We loved shooting in
Calgary. We loved our crew and it’s really important
for us to bring it back to them and show it to them.
“It’s a huge honour.”

Erin Carter, one of the lead
actresses in Suck it Up, a film that
depicts two best friends’ journey
of coping with the loss of the men
they love, said she is “so excited.” “I
always thought of Calgary as home
so I think coming home to have
everybody see [the film] is just …
really special.”
But one award is probably the
most anticipated of all because it
can lead to an Oscar.
The Best Overall Short, a juried
award that will be selected among
the animated and live action
narrative shorts, can go on to qualify
for an Academy Award nomination.
Since receiving Oscar-qualifying
status in December 2015, no Best
Overall Short winner has been
nominated for an Oscar, but there’s
always a first one.
Calgary Film, which had a recordbreaking attendance last year of
36,700 people and maintained its
spot in MovieMaker Magazine’s
list of “50 Film Festivals Worth the
Entry Fee,” is planning to make its
celebration bigger and better this
fall. What better way to get the ball
rolling than with the opening gala.
“Our opening gala is going to
be the biggest one put on yet,” Calgary Film audience lines up at Studio Bell/National Music Centre for the 2016
		
PHOTO COURTESY OF CALGARY FILM
Schroeder said. “This year as part of festival.
number
of
screens
they’ll
be
using during the festival,
our Canada 150 celebration, we are
from
nine
in
2015
to
12
this
year
at their main venues:
gearing up to make it the biggest opening celebration
Jack
Singer
Concert
Hall,
Globe
Cinema,
Cineplex Eau
party for the gala that we’ve ever had.”
Claire,
Studio
Bell/National
Music
Centre,
The Palace
The opening gala at the Jack Singer Concert Hall on
Theatre
and
Theatre
Junction
Grand.
Sept. 20, “is part of the Movie Nights Across Canada
The Eau Claire Box Office opens Sept. 5. Single tickets
150 Celebrations, an event that is touring major cities
are
on sale online, including early bird festival passes
across the country.”
and
ticket packages at calgaryfilm.com.
On top of that, Calgary Film has expanded the

Movie fans pose for the camera while waiting for their flick at the 2016 Calgary International Film Festival. 			
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA
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Festival
season in
Calgary
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PHOTOS (LEFT PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP):

Basia Bulat on the main stage on July 28 during the Calgary
Folk Music Festival.
Anderson Paak performs at Max Bell Festival Ground on
Aug. 4 during the One Love Music Festival.
Montréal band Blue Odeur performs at Local 510 on June 22
during Sled Island.
The One Love Festival featured RZA as Bobby Digital at Max
Bell Festival Grounds on Aug. 4. 		
		
PHOTOS BY AMBER MCLINDEN
PHOTOS (RIGHT PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP):
Leather Jacuzzi at Sloth Records on June 22 during the Sled
Island festival.
PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN
Birds of Chicago performs on the main stage at Prince’s Island
Park on July 28, for the Calgary Folk Music Festival.
			
PHOTO BY AMBER MCLINDEN
Blues musician Sugar Brown demonstrates a song to a room filled
with blues fans, as well as sharing the stage with fellow blues
musician and historian John Rutherford at the King Eddy on Aug. 2.
			
PHOTO BY ROSEMARY DE SOUZA
Country Thunder, which took place Aug. 18 to Aug. 19, featured
performances by country greats Old Dominion, Brad Paisley,
Thomas Rhett and Blake Shelton at Prairie Winds Park in
northeast Calgary.
PHOTO BY NATHAN WOOLRIDGE
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Calgary mayoral
candidate
disappointed with
city hall

Paul Hughes figures he can do a better
job than Mayor Naheed Nenshi
NATHAN WOOLRIDGE

P

nwoolridge@cjournal.ca

aul Hughes, a Calgary activist and mayoral
candidate, is no stranger to the municipal election
process. Hughes has campaigned for mayor
more than once. He is a passionate activist, veteran,
farmer and single parent — one who is very critical of
municipal politics in Calgary.
Hughes does not believe in lawn signs and going
out of his way to campaign. He is mostly outraged by
city hall and has decided to run in the past few years to
show his dedication and passion to the city.
When asked about the 2010 election, Hughes recalls,
“[that election] was really kind of sad for me because I
was really excited that all these people were getting
involved in municipal politics … I was excited to see all
this participation, but after the election, anyone that
wasn’t successful, they just disappeared.”
Hughes considered running for mayor in 2010, but
withdrew before the nomination deadline.
Since then he has kept his eyes and ears on municipal
politics, which served to open his eyes to the nature
of the political game. “It really taught me a big lesson
about who really is in the game. People who are really
involved and not just come out for the election day.”
Hughes has issues with the way that the city deals
with citizens like himself – in which he references a lack
of accessibility to city representatives and an ignorance
to the needs of low-income people and families.
HUGHES’ BACKGROUND
“I grew up in northern Canadian communities from a
mining family. I had my first job when I was 13 and I’ve
coached hockey teams. I’ve served my country — as soon
as I got out of high school I went and served my country
for four years. I have that real-time experience. I’m a very
real person.”
Hughes believes this “real-time experience” will be
beneficial if he becomes mayor. He says that he has
spoken with a lot of Calgarians and he understands the
things the average citizen is upset about.
“I can’t imagine what a guy like me would do. I’ve got
a mind, a heart, and a spine.” He says that he is always
standing up for the “little guy” because he is “a hardworking person.”
Hughes compares himself to Tommy Douglas and
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Peter Lougheed. “I’m
one of the guys that
is going to bring in
change and things
are going to be
different downtown.”
Hughes has worked
with multiple charities
and boards, such as
the Calgary Food
Policy Council. As
well, he is the founder
of Grow Calgary,
Canada’s
largest
urban
agriculture
farm. Grow Calgary
uses recycled and
reclaimed materials
to build structures like
greenhouses. The 4.5acre farm produces
food for people in
need,
supplying
fresh produce to the
Calgary Food Bank Paul Hughes posing at Grow Calgary where he grows food for Calgary’s vulnerable population.
PHOTO BY BRADY GROVE
and other organizations.
“I would be the kind of guy that jumps on a snow-plow
truck and actually gets out there.” During his interview,
Hughes pointed out:, “I’ve got dirt under my fingernails
right now.”
Over the years, Hughes has learned to recycle and
repurpose a lot of things. Grow Calgary, he says, features
a greenhouse that he built for $5.

“First thing, I am going to
make myself so accessible
… I am going to take the
hinges off of the
[office] door.”
–Paul Hughes

Hughes’ lifestyle is very hands-on. He believes in hard
work to get the job done.

CALGARYJOURNAL.CA

VIEWS ON NENSHI
“I think I’m one of the only people on the ballot right now
that has gone toe-to-toe with Nenshi before,” he says,
although council veteran Andre Chabot is also running
for the mayor’s job.
Hughes says he knows Nenshi and has sat beside him
at previous forums. He says that over the years, he’s heard
Nenshi and has kept track of his career.
“I am probably the most disappointed Calgarian, out of
all the people that were disappointed in him.”

PROFILES
Hughes says he even voted for Nenshi, that he feels
“If I bring up a motion at city council and you
they mayor is very smart and that he truly is a good don’t want to second it, then don’t second it.”
person. But, Hughes feels like Nenshi has “duped” a lot of
You can see Hughes
Calgarians with his rhetoric.
and
other
mayoral
“He was one of the most
candidatesShawn
well-respected politicians
Baldwin, Andre Chabot,
and he had so much
Emile Gabriel, David
potential. He didn’t have
Lapp, Naheed Nenshi,
any baggage. He was a
Bill Smith and David
newbie politician and he
Tremblay on Sept. 9 at
came under a lot of fanfare
the Calgary Leadership
and excitement — and
Forum at the Kerby
he blew it. He absolutely
Centre. There will be
blew it.”
a meet and greet with
Coun. Chabot is also
candidates from noon
upset
with
Nenshi,
to 1 p.m. followed by
criticizing the mayor for not
–Paul Hughes
the forum at 1 p.m. The
being a true leader.
civic election will be
“I believe a mayor
held Oct. 16.
should be a leader — not a
cheerleader. Not a guy that
stands out in the parade and wants to be seen as the guy
who gets the credit for everything. The mayor has taken
credit for so many initiatives that have been started by
other members of council. ”
Hughes says, “I didn’t think Nenshi was going to be
Superman, but I did think he was going to change the
mood and the tone. He came across to me as someone
that was going to do something and he didn’t do it.”

“I am probably the most
disappointed Calgarian,
out of all the people that
were disappointed
in [Nenshi].”

PROBLEMS WITH CURRENT CITY HALL
Hughes thinks that the way that City Hall is currently set
up makes it impossible for citizens to access information
and to have a voice in municipal politics.
“First thing, I am going to make myself so accessible
… I am going to take the hinges off of the [mayor’s
office] door.”
He believes it should be easy for citizens to voice their
opinions without having to attend a council meeting
and wait their turn to be heard. Hughes says people are
too busy to waste their time doing that when they have
their own jobs and families to raise.
“People have jobs. They have kids. They don’t have
time to sit around like a politician.”
Hughes believes that things could also be happening
a lot quicker in the city. He says people tell him that
things cannot happen overnight and he responds,
“Well, they evacuated the entire city of Fort McMurray
in one day.
“If you want something to happen, it can happen
pretty quick.”
Another issue Hughes has with the current political
process in Calgary is that so many politicians get
comfortable and make friends.
“I’m not here to make friends. If you don’t want to have
a beer with me and watch a hockey game then I don’t
give a [expletive]. That’s not my job — I’m here to change
this [expletive].”
He also believes that if a councillor disagrees with
him, then that person should be able to vote against the
mayor without having to worry. All he cares about is if
the citizens recognize that he is trying to create change
and get things done.

ABOVE: Paul Hughes tweeted out an email he recieved for quotes
on political yard signs. He doesn’t beleive in using campaign
money on signs, and doesn’t accept donations.
LEFT: Paul Hughes’ shadow at Grow Calgary. He tweeted out this
picture saying , “The best fertilizer is the shadow of a farmer.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF PAUL HUGHES

Social Media
Paul Hughes
Twitter: @PaulyHughes
Facebook: www.facebook.com/
PaulHughesYYC/
Grow Calgary
Twitter: @GrowCalgary
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Doctors share common misconceptions about
concussions
Stay active, and not immobile, if you think you have a concussion

“Can we redefine hockey with no
contact? That is probably the best way
to reduce concussions – with no contact
until you’ve developed ”
–Dr. Rob Meeder
One common misconception is that concussions occur only through direct contact to the head. Doctors say a concussion can happen from any sort of fall or impact, as long as there is acceleration and
deceleration of the head.				
					
PHOTO SUPPLIED BY ISTOCK
NATHAN WOOLRIDGE
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edical professionals estimate that about
50 per cent of concussions go unreported.
Concussion experts say this is due to the
many misconceptions about concussions, especially
among young athletes.
According to the Government of Canada, 39 per
cent of head injuries in 10- to 18-year-olds were
diagnosed as concussions, while 24 per cent were
considered as possible concussions.
Children and youth in that same age group,
especially in sports like football, soccer and hockey,
have all seen at least a 40 per cent increase in rates of
reported head injuries between 2004 and 2014.
If concussions seem to be so common in sports, then
why are so many of concussions going unreported?
Dr. Cameron Marshall, a chiropractor and a graduate
of a post-doctorate residency in Sports Sciences,
believes athletes either ignore their symptoms or
they’re unaware of the real damage they can cause
34
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young athletes.
— citing it as a “culture of sport issue.”
“The more higher-end sports, the more pressure
Marshall says it comes down to two factors: “It is
there is to stay uninjured,” says Meeder. “I think there
[either] athletes withholding it or they’re unaware.”
is a lot of under-reporting that
The most common
is going on — kids are trying to
response he hears
make the team, they’re trying to
is that the person
make playoffs and they don’t see
believed their injury
the long-term consequences
was not “bad enough
and risks.”
to even say anything
A lot of the risk for young
to anyone or go to
athletes is due to the fact that
see a doctor.”
they are more prone to suffering
A pediatrician and
concussions. Meeder’s thought
passionate cyclist, Dr.
process is that young people’s
Rob Meeder agrees
–Dr. Rob Meeder
bodies have not developed to
that athletes may
receive such injuries, and they
ignore the symptoms
do not have the right skills and
of a concussion.
Meeder believes the reason that concussions are reaction time to protect themselves.
“If you’re a child and you’re six and you’ve never
under-reported is due to the types of pressure on

“We prefer kids to become

a bit more active as opposed to sitting in a dark
room. Especially athletes,
they tend to use activities
as an outlet.
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been hit before, you’re not ready for it. You don’t know
how to take a hit. Definitely more of a factor in a kid.”
There are many misconceptions, not only in terms
of what a concussion is, but in how to treat and
recover from one.
Marshall believes there have been many advances
in concussion research over the course of the past
few years.
“The old [thinking] was rest until your symptoms
go away and then gradually reintroduce activities.
And there have been some recent studies over the
past three to five years that have come out saying
that people fair much better when they have activity
earlier on in the recovery.
“Some studies have come out saying that rest can
become detrimental beyond a three- to five-day
period. So, people who have been told to constantly
rest, rest, rest are faring much worse than people
who got active earlier. This has lead to a whole new
explosion of research that the benefits of activity for
people with concussions.”
Subsequently, many medical professionals are
advising people to remain active when having a
concussion.
“We prefer kids to become a bit more active as
opposed to sitting in a dark room. Especially athletes,
they tend to use activities as an outlet. If you cut them
out from that for too long, it could actually become
more detrimental than helpful,” says Meeder.
Doctors Marshall and Meeder are members
of Complete Concussion Management (CCM)
Medical Advisory Board, which provides Canadians
with information and services about concussion
management and treatment.
Both medical specialists also say research is
developing and that new information is always
surfacing. Although they advise people to remain
active after a concussion, they warn people to not
strain their symptoms and avoid activity that puts
individuals at risk of receiving another concussion.
Another common misconception is that protective
equipment will help prevent injuries. Both Meeder
and Marshall believe it is important to recognize that
a concussion can occur even without direct contact
to the head.
“I think sometimes we put the pads on and we’re
fine. Well you, got a helmet on your head … but your
head still speeds up and slows down just as much with
helmet on versus with it off. You have to be careful
that just because you have a helmet on doesn’t mean
that you can’t get a concussion,” warns Meeder.
In order to prevent concussions in sports like
hockey, Meeder asks, “Can we redefine hockey with
no contact? That is probably the best way to reduce
concussions with no contact until you’ve developed
— when the reaction time is there and when the skills
are there.”
But, he adds, even without contact concussions still
won’t be fully eliminated from sport. Meeder warns
that concussions can even happen when falling
with nobody around you — as long as there is that
acceleration and deceleration of the head.
“There will always be risks to sports. But, the
benefits of playing sports outweighs the risks.”

A concussion can be difficult to diagnose because its symptoms are similar to many other issues and everyday problems like
headaches and exhaustion. 				
PHOTO SUPPLIED BY ISTOCK

Dr. Cameron Marshall has a chiropractic degree and a postdoctorate residency in Sports Sciences. He has received
specialized training, which has allowed him to diagnose and
manage sports-related injuries. 				
PHOTO COURTESY OF COMPLETE CONCUSSION MANAGEMENT

PHOTO COURTESY OF COMPLETE CONCUSSION MANAGEMENT
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Dr. Rob Meeder is a staff pediatrician at Orillia Soldiers’
Memorial Hospital. His focus is primarily on developmental
and behavioural pediatrics, which has led him to further
study concussion education and treatment, especially postconcussion syndrome. He is also a passionate cyclist and helps
with a youth cyclist team in Ontario. 				
PHOTO COURTESY OF COMPLETE CONCUSSION MANAGEMENT
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Alberta and Quebec clashing heads over football
The secret behind Quebec’s football dominance

Team Quebec in action at the Football Canada Cup, A tournament held every summer to showcase under 18 players from every province. A tournament that Quebec always does well at. 		
															
PHOTO BY JAMES HAJJAR
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uebec football has been an absolute
powerhouse the last several years because
of a mandatory vocational college system
and financial backing by the the province’s
athletic excellence foundation. Despite strong
support from its CFL teams, Alberta’s lack of preuniversity programs and government funding has
seen Alberta football on the losing side of several
championships.
If you follow Canadian football at any level you
may have noticed a trend, Quebec is impressively
good at football. Since 2010, the province has
been represented in the Vanier Cup seven times,
and out of those seven times, Laval University
has represented the province five times, going
4-1, their only loss was in double overtime to
McMaster.
“I know the last two times we played them
it wasn’t even close, they blew us out by a lot”
University of Calgary’s football head coach Wayne
Harris on playing Laval in the Vanier cup.
Quebec has also completely dominated the
Football Canada Cup, a pre-university tournament
that showcases the top talent under 18 football
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players from each province. Since 2010, Quebec
has won the Canada Cup five times. The two times
they didn’t win they placed second in 2010, and
third in 2014.
There are two main reasons for the province’s
continued dominance in the sport of football.
First, the CGEP program in Quebec has been
instrumental to the development of Quebec
football players. What’s the CGEP? It’s a preuniversity program, taken immediately after high
school, that is two to three years in length.
In addition to being necessary to attend a
postsecondary institution in Quebec, CGEP also
has a pre-university sports league known as the
Quebec Student Sports Federation. It boasts three
football divisions, with 26 teams. That means, by
the time Quebec players get to university, they are
older, more mature and more experienced.
Indeed, Jonathan Colin, the coordinator of the
bursary program at the FAEQ who also played
football at McGill says, “The CGEP program is
a strong contributor to how good the Quebec
conference is in football.”
Ron Hilaire defensive coordinator at McGill
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University agrees, adding that “the CGEP is high
level competition football. We get freshman guys
coming in at 20 years old instead of 17 or 18. Guys
who have already played at the level for two or
three years... They’re getting good coaching from
that level and it’s allowing them to grow.”
The second part to Quebec’s football supremacy
is the Quebec Foundation for Athletic Excellence,
and its partnership with the Montreal Alouettes
and Football Quebec. The main focus of the
foundation is to try and support athletes as soon
talent emerges, whether that be at the regional
level or at the provincial level.
Here’s how it works: each year, Football Quebec
will present their best candidates to the foundation.
A selection committee will then choose individuals
from that list of more than 200 names to receiving
funding from the Alouettes. The lucky few will be
supported for at least one year, with $500 to $1,500
being provided to develop their athletic potential.
The FAEQ and the Alouettes give out one bursary
to one player at each university and college in the
province. Last year the partnership handed out
$34,250.

SPORTS
Athletes in Quebec have been benefiting from
the FAEQ for over 30 years, as they give out $1.2
million to over 450 athletes, from 60 different
sports, a year.
Hilaire says,”Getting bursaries like that from
the FAEQ and the Alouettes definitely helps the
young guys focus a bit more on their studies and
not have to get a 30 hour a week job.”
Back here at home, the Calgary Stampeders are
heavily involved with the community at every level
of football. Through the Stampeders Foundation,
nearly $300,000 was donated by the team to
amateur football in 2016 including the junior
programs like the Calgary Colts, the University of
Calgary Dinosaurs and high school teams. That
amount includes a donation to KidSport, whose
mandate is to help kids get into sports including
football.
The Stampeders also present the Stan Schwartz
Heart of a Champion Award each year to three
grade 12 students one for each division. Each
winner also receives a $500 scholarship towards a
post-secondary educational program.
The result of that support has seen Alberta
football on has the rise. Since 2010, Alberta was
represented in the finals of the Canada Cup three
years in a row from 2010-2012, only to lose to
Quebec.
But, while, the University of Calgary Dinos have
represented Canada West (CWUAA) three times
in the Vanier Cup, sadly losing to Quebec’s Laval,
each year.
The commonality is that Alberta has been on
the losing end of championship games.
University of Calgary Dinos head Coach, Wayne
Harris says Quebec schools are attractive to
athletes because of the affordability
“ Even the educational funding in Quebec is
so much less expensive, than it is here in Western
Canada. There are so many advantages and that’s
why so many CGEP players want to stay in Quebec
because it’s such a cost-effective program.”
Harris says playing teams like Laval set the
tone for success, “ We haven’t been able to finish,
against them. It’s one of the few programs out
there, that we haven’t been able to do that, but
each year we’re getting closer… You’re always
trying to teach guys to get to the top, and playing
guys like that on the Laval’s and the top programs
in the country on a regular basis always makes
you better.”
At the CFL’s 2015 and 2016 drafts, Calgary and
Laval had the most top prospects with 13 players,
most of whom were selected in the first or second
round.
Jean Charles Meffe the general manager of
Football Quebec says his organization is the
building blocks for successful French-Canadian
football players.
“Knowing that the more Quebec players we
have in the North American university system, the
better chance we have Quebec players making it
to the CFL and NFL.”

Ron Hilaire the defensive co-ordinator at McGill University, coaching up some of his players. Hilaire says some of his players are
beneficiaries of the FAEQ program.
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The University of Calgary’s Head Coach Wayne Harris, teaches
one of his players during a spring training camp. Harris and the
Dinosaurs have come up short, three times, against Laval at the
Vanier Cup, since 2010.
PHOTO BY DAVID MOLL.
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Team Quebec shows their colours at the Football Canada Cup,
last summer. The next wave of possible CGEP ready players.
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FlexFit
One payment. One semester.

*Unlimited fitness class drop-ins.

Get the details: mru.ca/flexfitpass
Students $ 55 | Members $ 75 | Non-members $125
* FlexFit pass not valid for register-only fitness classes.

INSTAGRAM SPOTLIGHT

Fall has arrived at the @CalgaryJournal and we’re mourning summer. We’ve compiled some of
the best photos from some of our favourite #YYC Instagram accounts: @beatrouteab,
@ambermphotos, @azraandoak, @yycwagons, @monogramco, @yycgirlgang, @calgary360,
@alfornobakery and @jsn.ptrsn
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